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1. INTRODUCTION 
Global climate change resulting from the build-up of anthropogenic greenhouse gases 
has the potential to profoundly disrupt the functioning of global ecosystems upon which most 
human systems depend. Global warming impacts, while subject to great uncertainty (Wigley 
and Raper 1992), are likely to significantly and adversely affect the survival of many plant 
and animal species worldwide (Peters 1988, Hay 1991). 
Human activities already threaten the globe's physical and biological systems. 
Worldwide, species extinction rates are estimated to be one thousand times what they would 
be in the absence of human activity (Wilson 1988). Raven (1988) estimates that 25% of the 
world's plant and animal species existing in 1985 may be extinct by 2015, with most 
extinctions occurring in tropical regions. While these extinction rates are staggering, global 
warming would greatly accelerate extinction rates that some scientists believe may already 
exceed those accompanying the decline of the dinosaurs 65 million years ago (Wolf 1987). 
Policy responses to global warming are typically divided into two strategies --
mitigation and adaptation. Mitigation strategies seek to avoid or reduce global warming by 
limiting CO2 emissions and encouraging activities that sequester carbon like reforestation and 
afforestation. Adaptive strategies, on the other hand, seek to make societies and ecosystems 
more resilient to the likely changes brought about by global warming. Adaptation strategies 
that could enable ecosystems to better adapt to changing global climate conditions include 
species inventory, monitoring, and genetics research, and seed and gene banks to aid in 
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artificial translocation efforts (Ledig and Kitzmiller 1992). For forested ecosystems, shorter 
rotations, planting efforts, and on-site species diversification could be effective (Bongarten 
1992, Lilieholm 1992). 
Evolution of Preserves in the United States. 
Throughout much of the settlement of North America, unique and noteworthy natural 
areas have been set aside as preserves to be protected for posterity. In the U. S., early 
preserves were often created to safeguard valuable commercial resources thought to be scarce 
or threatened. In the early 1800s, actions were taken to protect live oak forests in the 
Southeast because of their importance for naval ship-building (Dana and Fairfax 1980). 
Many of today's national forest lands were first withdrawn in 1891 to protect watersheds and 
provide for a continuous supply of timber. The first national wildlife refuges were 
withdrawn from the public domain in 1906 to ensure critical habitat for wildlife populations. 
Other early preserves protected unique natural features like Yellowstone (1872) and 
Yosemite (1890). These sites were set aside "as a public park or pleasuring-ground for the 
benefit and enjoyment of the people" (Dana and Fairfax 1980). Many of these lands formed 
the beginnings of the 40-million-acre National Park System, formally created in 1916 
(Foresta 1984). 
While these early preserves were intended to conserve resources or safeguard sites 
from development so that future generations could enjoy their recreational qualities 
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unimpaired, the rationale for protecting new sites has expanded over time. Today, 
threatened and endangered species thought to possess little or no commercial value are 
protected in various ways for their scientific values. These actions range from formally-
protected preserves, to the broad protections provided by the Endangered Species Act of 
1973. As a result, many preserves harbor unique biota that has been safeguarded from 
surrounding development. This may range from a single rare plant or animal species, as in 
many USDA Forest Service Research Natural Areas, to relatively complete ecosystems, as in 
the Greater Yellowstone region. 
The 1990 World List of National Parks and Equivalent Reserves, first compiled in 
1962, includes nearly 100 million hectares of protected areas in the United States (Table 1) 
(IUCN 1990). (Note that this list excludes much of the 76 million-hectare National Forest 
System.) These areas are broken down by protection class in Table 2. 
The Importance of Protecting Biological Diversity. 
Global warming presents special threats to our Nation's preserves. As climate 
changes, the locational ranges of species will change, altering the composition of plant 
communities. This in turn will alter the ranges of related flora and fauna. As a result, areas 
set aside to protect various life forms may no longer be able to safeguard resources they 
were originally set aside to protect, particularly biological features. 
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Table 1. National Parks and Protected Areas in the U.S. (IUeN 1990). 
Official Designation Number of Sites Area in Hectares 
National Parks. - 47 · 16.045 200 
National Wildlife Refuges 296 36 396354 
National Marine Sanctuaries 7 886 192 
National Estuarine Research Reserves 11 26.950 
National Scientific Reserves 1 13 153 
Research Natural Areas 2 15 786 
National Reserves 1 438 210 
National Preserves 12 8 619.029 
National Rivers 2 63 201 
National Scenic Rivers 9 90208 
National Monuments 40 7299.821 
National Natural Landmarks 32 2 38J 398 
National Lakeshores 4 79.593 
National Seashores 10 243 911 
Wilderness Ar~ 2 36 360,000 
Natural Environment Areas 1 2020 
Natural Areas 3 6.391 
Outstanding Natural Areas 16 182 270 
Estuarine Sanctuaries 1 12.570 
National Recreation Areas 19 2 063,893 
State Natural Area R~erves 10 34.523 
Refu!!es 1 110 231 
National Memorials 2 2.628 
National Militarv Parks 2 5.007 
National Battlefields 2 2204 
National Battlefield Parks 1 1 488 
F~rest Parks 1 7048 
Parks 2 4035 
Parkwavs 2 28,000 
National Historic Parks 10 88 615 
State Park~ 245 4 156,074 
Sta~e Reserves 1 5 656 
Biological Reserves (Hawaii) 3 5 572 
Table 2. Summary of U.S. preserve area by IUCN protection class (IUCN 1990) (Note: Class 
I denotes areas under very strict protection, Class V denotes areas under less protection. 
IUCN Description . Number Area in 
Protection - of Sites Hectares 
Class 
I. Scientific Reserves/Strict Nature Reserves 14 210,107 
II. National Parks 60 20,239,036 
III. National Monument/Natural Landmark 232 13,029,505 
IV. Nature Conservation Reserve/Managed Nature 336 47,159,904 
Reserve/Wildlife Sanctuary 
V. Protected Landscape or Seascape 328 12,710,624 
Total 970 98,349,176 
Most scientists agree that plant and animal species and/or genotypes exist that can 
successfully occupy most wildlands in the event of climate change. The challenge, however, 
lies in avoiding mass extinction by ensuring that colonization sources are in place or 
sufficiently mobile so that as existing ecosystems decline, new ones can take their place. 
Global climate change will likely render the missions and goals of many preserves 
obsolete, and will heighten the already significant debate concerning the goals of nature 
preservation efforts in the U.S. This report is largely based on the premise that the 
maintenance of biodiversity will emerge as the dominant goal of adaptation strategies as they 
relate to wildlands. The reason for this is that the diversity of life represents the basic 
building blocks of all ecosystems, and as pieces are lost, these systems are threatened with 
collapse. Furthermore, the richness of life provides endless possibilities for human use and 
the development of new commercial products (Burton et al. 1992). 
This is not to imply that consensus is likely, however, for as climate changes 
ecosystems will change, and new plant associations will rise that may dramatically differ 
from the original ecosystems they replace. These changes will raise legitimate questions 
concerning what is "natural" and what is to be protected. Yet the wisdom of Aldo Leopold, 
expressed many years ago, takes on renewed meaning in today's debate over global climate 
change and maintaining biological diversity -- "The first rule to intelligent tinkering is to 
save all of the pieces. " 
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As a result, adaptive preserve management strategies will need to consider how 
species ranges and communities will be affected by climate change and how migration can be 
enhanced to avoid extinction. Since valued biota may no longer reside within established 
reserves, these adaptive strategies must be flexible enough to function across diverse 
ownerships and political boundaries. This presents problems since it brings preserve 
management into direct conflict with existing ownership patterns of surrounding lands, many 
of which are managed in ways counter to preserve objectives. This is particularly true for 
small preserves and preserves located in densely populated areas. 
The Scope of this Repon. 
In the United States, Congressional action will likely be required to facilitate a 
coordinated response to the threats global warming poses to our Nation's preserves. 
Fortunately, a substantial foundation exists upon which to build. The Nation's current 
system of preserves and public lands represent a significant commitment to protect 
outstanding natural, cultural and recreational resources. Scattered across the North American 
continent, these areas provide an important foundation for adaptive policies designed to 
protect biodiversity in the U.S. 
Any examination of preserves in the U.S. must recognize that there are many types of 
preserves managed by many types of institutions to protect many types of resources. This 
report broadly defines preserves to include lands set aside or significantly constrained from 
commercial development activities in order to protect unique biota or physical features. This 
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definition includes both public and private lands, and varies from strict nature preserves like 
national parks and wilderness areas , to multiple use lands managed by agencies like the 
Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management. 
This broad definition is used since it provides a comprehensive base for discussing the 
options available for the design of adaptive strategies. Only by examining the full spectrum 
of this continuum can adaptive strategies be developed that have the likelihood of being 
effective in dealing with the great uncertainties that surround the global warming issue. 
Furthermore, adaptive strategies will need to be designed from a multi-ownership, regional 
perspective that facilitates intergovernmental cooperation to ensure that plant and animal 
species can either migrate or be artificially translocated to new areas of favorable climate. 
In recognition of the need for intergovernmental and public/private cooperation, this 
report examines not only preserves in the sense of areas strictly managed for the protection 
of special resources , but other public lands as well. While some of these lands are currently 
managed for resource extraction, Congressional actions could modify or substantially alter 
existing management direction. Options for influencing the management of private lands are 
considered as well, since many preserves are surrounded by private lands and may rely on 
these lands for migration corridors. 
The challenge of global warming will likely require innovative and sweeping changes 
in how we view and manage protected areas. Just as the Forest Service and National Park 
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Service were created many years after much of their lands were established, it may be 
necessary to overlay new agencies and missions over today ' s protected lands to enable them 
to adapt to global climate change. 
This report surveys land ownership patterns and cooperative management 
arrangements in the U.S. to provide options for Congress to influence the ability of preserves 
to adapt to the impacts of global climate change. The report is organized in three sections. 
The first section presents a series of case studies of regional planning initiatives to illustrate 
the range of cooperative management options available to policy makers. The second section 
relies on the first to develop a conceptual framework that identifies planning initiatives likely 
to succeed under various social and environmental conditions. The third section of the report 
discusses some of the options available to Congress to help our Nation's preserves adapt to 
the impacts of global warming. 
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II. CASE STUDIES IN REGIONAL LAND 
USE PLANNING 
A wide r~g~ of land ownership and tenure systems exist in the United States. Figure 
1 summarizes the hectares in major land ownership classes in the continental U.S. These . 
various classes can be viewed as a continuum ranging from private to various levels of public 
control. Cooperative land management arrangements can encompass any portion of this 
continuum, from private to international. 
Land ownership is important because of the management goals and regional 
differences it reflects. For example, private nonindustrial landowners control many small 
parcels of land, primarily in the Eastern U.S., and possess a myriad of goals ranging from 
aesthetics to recreation. Private industrial lands, concentrated in the East but scattered 
nationwide, are typically larger holdings managed to produce commercial goods and 
maximize profits. Public lands are typically designated to protect significant public goods 
and guard against environmental externalities that are often the by-product of commercial 
exploitation. \ The majority of these lands are located in the Western U.S. 
The net effect of this diversity in land ownership is uncertain. On the one hand, 
. ownership diversity may be viewed as an impediment to coordinated management toward a 
common goal of adapting to global warming. Yet it can also be viewed as a potential 
\ School trust lands are a significant exception to this generalization. These lands, ceded 
to Western states upon admission to the Union under the General Ordinance of 1785, are under 
trust obligation to generate maximum revenues to support state schools. 
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1.2 
Figure 1. Land uses in the continental U.S. (from Hudson 1991). Percentages indicate area as a 
percent of the total, and numbers indicate area in millions of hectares. 
strength, since diversity in ownership and goals implies diversity in management and hence 
the landscape. A varied landscape, while limiting in some respects due to fragmentation, 
may provide important colonization sources to establish biota in areas altered by climate 
change. 
More importantly, these land ownership classes provide a continuum that reflects the 
ability of government to influence management direction. Public lands, for example, are 
most easily influenced by Congressional mandates to land management agencies like the 
Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and National Park Service. The process for 
directing these agencies to practice adaptive management strategies is straightforward and, in 
fact, has already begun with the proposal of several acts dealing with biodiversity? 
However, it is important to note that any significant changes to current management on 
public lands would likely meet resistance from community and commercial interests. 
At the other end of the continuum, private lands offer fewer opportunities for 
Congressional influence. Many activities on these lands are already regulated and heavily 
influenced by various tax and subsidy policies, local zoning laws, and in the case of 
forestlands, state forest practice laws. Expansion of control through regulation and taxation 
2 Biodiversity protection proposals under various stages of development include the National 
Biological Diversity Conservation and Environmental Research Act (Blockstein 1988b), the 
Endangered Ecosystems Act, the Ancient Forest Bill, and the Forest Biodiversity and 
Clearcutting Prohibition Act (O'Toole, 1992). This last bill has nearly 70 sponsors and will be 
introduced this year by Representative John Bryant (TX). These proposals, to varying degrees, 
would strengthen biodiversity protections expressed in earlier acts like the National Forest 
Management Act of 1976 and the Endangered Species Act of 1973. 
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policies is possible but controversial; subsidies and investment incentives are more likely 
options. 
While the consideration of individual ownership classes is important in designing 
policies to adapt to global warming, successful policies must also adopt a regional 
perspective that encompasses various ownerships and landscapes since ecosystems and 
species rarely coincide with political boundaries. This could be achieved by ensuring 
representation of diverse interests (e.g . , public/private and local/state/federal interests). 
Furthermore, facilitating species migration as an adaptive strategy requires a landscape 
perspective as well as policies designed to aid dispersal. In short, multiple ownerships and 
political jurisdictions must be managed as an integrated whole if efforts to adapt to global 
warming impacts are to succeed (Chadwick 1991). 
Implementing the regional planning approaches needed to adapt to global warming 
and maintain biodiversity face significant scientific and political barriers. Scientific barriers 
include the enormous uncertainty surrounding global warming scenarios and basic questions 
concerning the design of preserves and migration corridors. For example, many preserves in 
the U.S. were created to protect significant geological features for recreation , or provide 
habitat to maintain small or isolated species (Board of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate 
1987, Blockstein 1988a, Blockstein 1998b). Recent developments in island biogeography 
suggest that small, isolated preserves will not adequately protect plant and animal species 
from extinction (Chadwick 1991, Waller 1991). 
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From a policy perspective, adaptive strategies will be difficult to implement because 
significant social and institutional barriers exist to cooperative management arrangements. 
. . 
Moreover, actions to adapt to global warming will require large up-front costs for uncertain · 
and distant benefits. 
To illustrate the range of cooperative land management arrangements currently in use, 
a survey of regional planning initiatives is presented covering a variety of planning 
environments. These case studies provide valuable information on the range of planning 
tools available and their effectiveness in various situations. These case studies also provide 
the basis for the conceptual discussion presented in Section III. 
New Jersey's Pine1ands National Reserve 3 
The New Jersey Pine Barrens are a unique region of sandy soils, scrub oaks, and 
unusually-stunted pygmy forests. Sphagnum moss bogs and majestic swamps of Atlantic 
white-cedar border its small streams. Rare and unusual plant and animal species thrive 
there, and an impressive number of plant species reach their northern- or southern-most 
geographic limits in the region. Despite its location in the heart of the urban New York-
3 This case study relies upon earlier work published by Lilieholm and Romm (1992). The 
Pinelands case is presented in somewhat greater detail since it provides a flexible model likely 
to have widespread application-. Indeed, the influence of the Pinelands model is apparent in the 
Nonhem Forest Lands Study and proposed changes to the Adirondack State Park. Also, the 
intergovernmental, private/public approach of the Pinelands shares many of the features central 
to the Nature Conservancy's Last Great Places Initiative and UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere 
program. All of these regional planning initiatives are described below. 
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Philadelphia-Atlantic City corridor, the Pine Barrens have escaped extensive development. 
In fact, much of the region's 1.4 million acres are accessible only on foot or by boat. 
The Pine Barrens are the largest forested region remaining in the Boston-Washington 
megalopolis and contain one of the last unspoiled major aquifer systems in the industrial 
northeast. In the 1960s, however, the future of the Pine Barrens was increasingly uncertain 
as suburban sprawl encroached upon its edges. But as proposals for retirement villages and 
"jetports in the pines" grew, so did attempts to save this large remnant of open space and its 
distinctive ecological and cultural qualities. 
These forces culminated in 1978 with the establishment of the Pinelands National 
Reserve, an intergovernmental regional planning effort that protected 935,000 acres of the 
region. An intergovernmental authority , the Pinelands Commission, manages the Reserve by 
implementing a regional plan designed to guide development away from environmentally-
sensitive areas and into designated growth centers. Through transferable development rights, 
financial gains from development in growth centers are used to compensate owners and 
localities in the Reserve who might otherwise have developed their lands. 
The National Reserve strategy contrasts with other federal strategies for preserving 
unique environments in which the federal government exercises exclusive control (e.g. 
national parks, monuments and recreation areas). The Pinelands provides an interesting case 
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study in its mix of strategies used to channel development into growth centers and protect an 
ecologically sensitive "core" area. 
Resources and Land Use in the Pine Barrens. Poor soils and a dearth of resources limited 
early settlement in the Pine Barrens. Even today, the region's population density is less than 
a fifth that of the rest of the State (Collins and Russell 1988). The Pine Barrens were not 
entirely devoid of resources, however. Over time, the region's forests, iron, and silica 
deposits have been utilized by various industries. Today, the most valuable and controversial 
resource in the Pine Barrens are the Kirkwood and Cohansey aquifers, which are estimated 
to hold 17 trillion gallons of water -- water eagerly sought by surrounding communities 
experiencing rapid growth and salt water intrusion into existing water sources (Pinelands 
Commission 1989b). 
Early Attempts to Protect the Pine Barrens. The post-war construction boom and improved 
transportation systems increased development pressures on the Pine Barrens. But as these 
pressures grew, the uniqueness of the region gained recognition as well. Environmental 
groups appealed for legislative protection in the early 1960s, followed by state-sponsored 
studies of the region and its threats. But conflicting views on development, coupled with 
diverse administrative and political authorities, spawned a complex history of management 
proposals and a 20-year delay in devising a comprehensive plan for the region. 
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The Pinelands Regional Planning Board, one of the first planning bodies, released a 
report in 1963 which detailed the impacts of four regional growth scenarios . (Pinelands 
Regional Planning Board 1963), including a proposed international jetport and new city 
covering over 43,000 acres in the Pinelands. The jetport would be the largest in the world, 
completely displacing the region's unique pygmy forest and an entire state forest (Collins and 
Russell 1988) . 
Shortly thereafter, the National Park Service and the Academy of Natural Sciences in 
Philadelphia began a study of the natural features of the central Pine Barrens. The report 
determined that a 160,000-acre parcel -- part of which would have been covered by the 
jetport -- had scientific values of national importance (McCormick 1968). In response, the 
Secretary of Interior's Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings and 
Monuments directed the National Park Service to develop methods to protect the Pine 
Barrens. 
The National Park Service report offered four protection strategies (National Park 
Service 1968). These strategies differed as to the size of the preserve and the management 
role of the state and federal government. Two strategies offered a national scientific reserve 
of varying sizes (175,000 and 245,000 acres, respectively), one was a state forest or national 
recreation area (267,000 acres), and the fourth option called for a state Pinelands region 
(373,000 acres). As might be expected, local interests preferred a state reserve since they 
would have more control and likely receive higher payments in lieu of taxes (Collins and 
Russell 1988). 
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Each strategy encouraged the State of New Jersey to playa leading role in developing 
a comprehensive management plan. The Park Service recognized early the infeasibility of 
national park or monument status, which would have been prohibitively expensive and would 
have disrupted traditional land uses like agriculture, logging, and mining that were unlikely 
to adversely affect the region . 
In 1972 the New Jersey Legislature created the Pinelands Environmental Council 
(Pinelands Environmental Council 1975). Dominated by local interests, the Council's plan 
was described as "a land speculator's dream" and drew immediate fire from conservationists 
(Collins and Russell 1988). In response to the Pinelands Environmental Council's pro-
development bias, no state funds were appropriated for the Council after 1975. 
Conservation interests and personnel in New Jersey's Department of Environmental 
Protection, disillusioned by the PEC's plan, approached the Department of Interior's 
Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks to generate interest in a cooperative 
federal-state protection effort. The resulting federal task force report reiterated the national 
significance of the Pine Barrens and the desirability of a shared federal-state partnership in 
protecting the region as an ecosystem (Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 1976). The report 
challenged the state to strengthen existing land and water policies before any federal role in 
protection would be realized . 
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Shortly thereafter, New Jersey's Governor Brendan T. Byrne announced his support 
for a regional protection effort. The Governor upgraded water quality standards in the Pine 
. . . 
Barrens, allocated $10 million from the state's Green Acres Fund for land acquisition, and 
created a cabinet-level Pinelands Review Committee (PRC) to coordinate state programs in . . 
the region, delineate the Pine Barrens' boundaries, and produce a plan that would guide the 
state's protection efforts. The plan, Planning and Management of the New Jersey Pinelands, 
was released after the federal protection legislation, but provided many ideas that were later 
incorporated into the state's protection strategy -- namely that the Pinelands be divided into 
inner and outer protection areas (Pinelands Review Committee 1979). 
During this same period, the North Atlantic Regional Office of the National Park 
Service initiated a study in conjunction with Rutgers University's Center for Coastal and 
Environmental Studies to detail how the Pine Barrens could be incorporated into the National 
Park System. The report, A Planjor a Pine lands National Reserve, was released in 1978 
and proved valuable in formulating federal protection legislation (Collins and Russell 1988). 
By the mid-1970s, the idea of a regional planning effort to protect the Pine Barrens 
had gained broad public support. Still undecided were the mechanisms of protection and the 
preserve's actual boundaries. It would take several years of intense lobbying by affected 
interests before federal legislation would finally resolve how the New Jersey Pine Barrens 
would be protected. 
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The Pinelands National Reserve. On November 10, 1978, President Carter signed the 
National Parks and Recreation Act into law. Section 502 established the Pinelands National . 
Reserve; its goal wa_s to preserve, protect, and enhance the significant values of the 
Pinelands. The Reserve was the first of its kind in the country -- although national in status, 
its management was to be determined substantially by state and local governments 
Section 502 directed New Jersey Governor Brendan Byrne to create a commission to 
develop a Comprehensive Management Plan (CMP) for the Pinelands. The 15-member 
commission was to represent local, state and federal interests, with one member appointed by 
each of the seven counties within the Pinelands, seven appointed by the Governor, and one 
appointed by the Secretary of the Interior. 
In response to the federal directive, Governor Byrne issued Executive Order 71 on 
February 8, 1979. The order established the Pinelands Commission and placed most 
development activities in the Pinelands under Commission approval during the planning 
period. In June of 1979 the New Jersey State Legislature passed the Pinelands Protection 
Act, endorsing Section 502 and the Governor's order. The state act divided the Pinelands 
into two contiguous regions -- a 566,000-acre Protection Area and a 369,000-acre 
Preservation Area that included the parcel identified by the National Park Service as having 
scientific values of national importance.4 Land uses allowed in the Protection Area range 
4 While federal legislation placed 1,083,000 acres in the national reserve, the State's 
legislation included only 935,000 acres. Lands included in the federal act but omitted by the 
State are located along the Delaware River and Atlantic coast. These areas are jointly managed 
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from forestry and agricultural production to peripheral growth centers designed to 
concentrate development that otherwise would have penetrated and spread across the entire . 
region. 
In drafting the CMP, the Pinelands Commission first assessed the scenic, aesthetic, 
cultural, open-space and outdoor recreational resources of the region. There was extensive 
consultation with the public and various local government agencies and officials since, 
ultimately, the plan was to be implemented at the local level through municipal zoning 
authorities. 
The Pinelands model, although creating a national preserve, placed minimal authority 
in the federal government. The Reserve is managed by an intergovernmental authority, the 
Pinelands Commission, that reflects existing local, state and federal jurisdictions (Batcher 
1983). Federal authority is available to supplement or balance state and local interests and 
capacities if and when the national interest might so require. County compliance with the 
Reserve's objectives has led some observers to describe it as the most successful regional 
land use planning effort in the U.S. (Collins and R.ussell 1988). 
Both the state and federal acts utilized existing public holdings to minimize private 
land acquisition. While the majority of land in the Preservation Area was state-owned, the 
under the state's Coastal Area Facility Review Act by the Pinelands Commission and New 
Jersey's Department of Environmental Protection. 
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CMP recommended the acquisition of an additional 100,000 acres of key parcels throughout 
the Reserve . 5 The Plan specifies both fee simple and less~than-fee simple acquisition to 
insure compatible land uses and public access (Pinelands Commission 1980). · Funding for 
the Reserve was to come primarily from state and federal sources. Additional revenues 
would be self-generated or come from outside donations and grants. 
Since the viability of the Reserve depends upon the balance of intensities among zones 
relative to pressures for development on the area as a whole, the Pinelands model contained 
a number of novel features to ensure flexibility in land use, equity among the diverse 
interests in the Reserve area, and sustained effectiveness in preserving the unique features of 
the region. In contrast to more traditional protection efforts, the Pinelands model changed 
existing patterns of land ownership and governmental jurisdiction as little as possible. 
Regional preserves in the U.S. typically have transferred to public ownership lands that were 
or eventually could be in private hands and local jurisdictions; a federal agency then 
managed the lands in accordance with congressional mandates, which often formed 
contentious, ineffective or costly islands. 
The Pinelands National Reserve was designed instead largely to maintain existing 
mixed ownership and jurisdictional patterns and to create incentives that encourage 
5 The Pinelands Commission was not given the authority to directly purchase lands. 
Instead, the Commission identifies lands for acquisition and makes a recommendation to the 
State's Department of Environmental Protection. The Commission may recommend how parcels 
are to be acquired and specify subsequent management direction. 
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landowners and counties to comply with preservation objectives. Landowners in protected 
areas receive tradeable development credits to compensate for their loss of land use options; 
rising land . values in growth centers thus compensate owners oflimited-use lands. Local 
governments are compensated for lost tax opportunities through payments in lieu of taxes: 
Instead of changing ownership and jurisdictional patterns, the Pinelands model creates 
opportunities for trade that accomplish its ends without disservice to local interests and 
needs. 
A Pinelands Development Credit System was created to compensate landowners in the 
Preservation, Agricultural Production, and Special Agricultural Production Areas for rights 
lost due to zoning restrictions. Development credits can be sold to developers in Regional 
Growth Areas, with each credit allowing a developer to build additional "bonus" housing 
units over the density limits specified in the CMP up to a certain ceiling density . A State 
Pinelands Development Credit Bank serves as a marketplace in the buying and selling of 
credits. 
The CMP was adopted in 1980 and is implemented through county and municipal 
governments. The CMP recommended state payments in lieu of taxes to municipalities 
whose zoning ordinances complied with the Plan to compensate for tax revenues lost due to 
zoning restrictions and public land acquisition (Pinelands Commission 1980). The CMP also 
recommended financial incentives offered by the state ranging from favorable tax treatment 
to special loan and grant assistance for specific management practices that promote land uses 
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consistent with the CMP's goals. 
The Pinelands National Reserve has stimulated other supportive institutional 
developments. Burlington County formed the Conservation Easement and Pinelands 
Development Credit Exchange to facilitate the sale of development credits before state 
legislation created a State Pinelands Development Credit Bank. Rutgers University has 
created a Division of Pinelands Research, and the United Nation's Educational, Scientific, 
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has named the Pinelands an International Biosphere 
Reserve -- recognizing it as one of the world's outstanding natural areas. Such arrangements 
strengthen the Reserve without formally increasing the powers of the Commission. 
The Pinelands model sought to satisfy national interest largely through local motives 
and abilities. Former Interior Secretary Manuel Lujan has called it a model for protecting 
other places in the U.S. (Pinelands Commission 1989a). Many agree that the Commission 
has successfully balanced the various interests in the area, protecting the region without 
placing excessive burdens on any particular groups. County and local planning boards have 
complied with the CMP to a degree that surpasses all previous regional planning efforts in 
the U.S., and the plan has successfully channelled development away from environmentally-
sensitive areas -- of the 25,872 new homes approved since the plan took effect in 1981, only 
74 are located in the Preservation Area (Pinelands Commission 1991). 
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UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere Program 
The objective of the International Man and the Biosphere Program (MAB) is to 
"develop a scientific basis linking the natural and social sciences for the rational use and 
conservation of the biosphere -- that portion of the Earth which contains living organisms --
and for the improvement of the relationship between humans and their environment" (U.S. 
Department of State 1990). 
MAB's governing body, the International Coordinating Council (ICC), was chartered 
in 1970 at the General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO). MAB expanded an earlier International Biological Program by 
adopting an intergovernmental structure and focusing on interactions between human and 
natural systems. 
Each participating country has its own MAB national committee that defines and 
organizes research, conservation, and training activities. MAB national committees 
collaborate activities bilaterally and through the MAB secretariat at UNESCO. The 
interdisciplinary, management-oriented research approach seeks to link the basic and applied 
aspects of the social, physical, and biological sciences. 
Biosphere Reserves. Biosphere Reserves are designated by UNESCO from nominations 
supplied by countries participating in the program. Biosphere Reserve designation is an 
honorary recognition, and no special regulations accompany such status (Harper et al. 1990). 
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Nearly 300 sites in 110 countries around the world have received Biosphere Reserve 
designation. Biosphere Reserves combine both conservation and sustainable resource use and 
. . 
serve as outdo()r learning areas in an international information-sharing network. Biosphere 
Reserves are designed to represent a wide range of the Earth's ecosystems and typicaily 
include any human societies found there. Management objectives range from strict 
protection to intensive but sustainable resource use. Reserves serve as regional monitoring 
and information centers as well, where coordinated decision-making involves individuals and 
multiple layers of government. 
Biosphere Reserves are typically composed of three regions -- a "core area" that has 
received minimal human disturbance, a "buffer zone" which surrounds or adjoins the core 
where human activities are managed to enhance the core, and an outermost "transition area" 
where a multitude of land uses are found, yet cooperation enhances the purposes of the 
Reserve, and information gained from studying the core is used to mitigate human impacts 
elsewhere. 
The core areas serve as genetic reservoirs for plant and animal species, and only 
management activities that do not harm the core's natural processes are allowed. For this 
reason, core areas often have legal protection as reserves or parks. For example, in the 
u.s., wilderness areas or national parks typically serve as cores. In the buffer zones and 
transition areas, various management practices are allowed and encouraged. Experimental 
Research Areas, Rehabilitation Areas, and Traditional Use Areas may also be designated. 
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The U.S. Man and the Biosphere Program. The mission of U.S. MAB is "to foster 
harmonious relationships between humans and the biosphere through an international program 
of policy-relevant research which integrates social, physical and biological sciences to 
address actual problems. These activities, broadly interpreted, include catalytic conferences 
and meetings, education and training, and the establishment and use of Biosphere Reserves as 
research and monitoring sites." 
U.S. MAB was established in 1974 and is supported by the USDA Forest Service, the 
U.S. Department of Energy, the National Park Service, The United States Department of 
State, the Agency for International Development, the Environmental Protection Agency, the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, the National Science Foundation, the Peace Corps, and the Smithsonian 
Institution. U.S. MAB's formal relationship with the ICC was terminated when the U.S. 
withdrew from UNESCO in 1984. An informal relationship continues, however, and ties to 
EuroMAB have been strengthened. 
The U.S. MAB National Committee is composed of representatives from supporting 
agencies. U.S. MAB projects are administered by directorates, whose chairs also serve on 
the National Committee. There are currently five directorates: High Latitude Ecosystems, 
Human Dominated Systems, Marine and Coastal Ecosystems, Temperate Ecosystems, and 
Tropical Ecosystems. These directorates were established in 1989 to encourage 
interdisciplinary research between social and natural scientists. 
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In the U. S., an inter-directoral Coordinating Committee on Biosphere Reserves 
coordinates activities within the reserves. As of 1990, a total of 46 Reserves were 
designated in the U. S. covering approximately 20 million hectares (IUCN 1990). The 
management of these reserves is largely carried out by the agencies that have jurisdiction 
within all or part of the reserves. This includes the Forest Service, BLM, National Park 
Service, The Nature Conservancy, various universities, and others. U.S. MAB currently 
plays an active role in facilitating data and information transfer between reserves and 
supporting research through its grants program. It is in the process of drafting 
comprehensive management guidelines that would direct reserve planning nationwide. 
The Nature Conservancy's "Last Great Places" Initiative 
The Nature Conservancy is a private international conservation organization founded 
in 1951 with a mission to preserve biological diversity throughout the world. Over the last 
40 years, the Conservancy has protected more than 6.4 million acres of critical habitat in the 
U.S. and Canada, and has been instrumental in protecting 15 million acres in Latin America. 
In the U.S., the Conservancy maintains over 1200 nature preserves covering 1.3 million 
acres, making it the largest private preserve system in the world. 
The Nature Conservancy has 50 state offices in the U. S., as well as 14 offices in 
Latin America, Canada, and Asia. With a staff of 1100, a volunteer force of 5000, and 
total membership of 575,000, the Conservancy has been at the forefront of private 
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conservation efforts worldwide. Historically, The Nature Conservancy has spent much of its 
energies identifying and protecting threatened and endangered plant and animal species. 
While this site-specific approach has been successful, it has been viewed in recent years as 
too reactive in nature. 
In May of 1991, The Nature Conservancy launched a new initiative entitled the "Last 
Great Places: An Alliance for People and the Environment." In the words of Conservancy 
President John C. Sawhill, "the goal of this project. .. is to work with local communities to 
protect entire ecosystems, not just isolated islands of biodiversity. We hope that our work 
will provide models of how other ecosystems may be protected and how economic activity 
and environmental protection can be compatible" (Sawhill 1991). 
The Last Great Places initiative represents a bold new direction for the Conservancy, 
which has traditionally focused on acquiring and protecting habitat for endangered species. It 
represents an expanded ecosystems view, and an ambitious program that can provide 
important answers for sustainable development while providing models of resource protection 
and use worldwide. 
Twelve Last Great Places sites in the U.S. and Latin America were identified with 
the announcement of the initiative 1991; U.S. sites are listed in Table 3. These sites range 
in size from 12,000 acres to more than a million acres. Each site, referred to as a 
Bioreserve, is similar to the Biosphere Reserve concept adopted by the United Nation's Man 
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Table 3. Proposed Last Great Places Bioreserves. 
I Bioreserve I Location I Acres I 
Virginia Coast Reserve Virginia 43,000 
Big Darby Creek Ohio · 370,000 
Nipomo Dunes California 28;000 
Tallgrass Prairie Preserve Oklahoma 30,000 
Peconic/Block Island New York 100,000 
Southwest Ecosystems Arizona 40,000 
Florida Keys Florida 2,560,000 
Texas Hill Country Texas 11,520,000 
The Colorado Plateau (proposed) Utah/Colorado 4,000,000 
and the Biosphere program -- a core natural area managed strictly for nature preservation, 
surrounded by a buffer zone of various land uses. As in Biosphere Reserves, these core 
areas are typically p!otected by legal status as reserves (e.g., national parks or wilderness 
areas), or are privately owned by a conservation organization. 
Bioreserves must have an ecologically-viable core with one or more of the following 
features (Brown 1991): 
* 
* 
* 
* 
high quality examples of terrestrial or aquatic communities that are endangered 
or inadequately protected; 
concentrations of rare species; 
a large, relatively undisturbed example of a natural community once 
characteristic of its ecoregion but now fragmented or degraded; or 
a critical migratory stopover point or corridor. 
Three hundred potential sites were identified in North America and Latin America. Further 
analysis will reduce this number to no more than 40 sites to allow The Conservancy to focus 
its resources on critical areas likely to succeed (Brown 1991). 
The Nature Conservancy's hallmark is its ability to integrate diverse interests and 
forge alliances sharing a common vision. The organization's accomplishments in this regard 
have been truly impressive, with their "crown jewel" being the Virginia Coast Reserve, 
where a coalition of public and private interests have successfully channelled development 
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away from sensitive ecological regions and into areas more conducive to development. The 
Conservancy envision ... a similar management approach for its Bioreserves. 
The Texas Hill Country Bioreserve. One newly-created Bioreserve that will likely serve as 
a model for other sites is the "Texas Hill Country" Bioreserve in central Texas. The Texas 
Bioreserve covers an area the size of Vermont and New Hampshire and seeks to protect its 
extremely diverse and rare plant and animal species from development pressures from nearby 
Austin and San Antonio. Another goal of the plan is the protection of the underlying 
Edwards Aquifer, a valuable source of drinking water for rapidly urbanizing nearby 
population centers. 
The Nature Conservancy envisions protecting the biodiversity of the Texas Hill 
Country through a patchwork of protection measures. Regional habitat conservation plans 
(HCP) will provide a foundation. These plans seek to protect species and habitat while 
accommodating development. HCPs will be crucial to protecting species and habitats by 
directing development away from sensitive areas and ensuring that compatible development 
takes place. Earlier conservation work in California's Coachella Valley has provided The 
Nature Conservancy valuable experience in bringing together diverse groups like 
environmentalists, real estate developers and other business interests needed to develop 
HCPs. 
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Thus far, the Balcones Canyonlands Conservation Plan has evolved the most. The 
plan, developed by environmentalists, developers and public officials, creates a 65,000-acre 
preserve area adjacent to the City of Austin. Approximately 30,000 acres of this area would 
be managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as a national wildlife refuge. Thebalance 
would come from existing public lands, private acquisitions, and lands purchased or managed 
in cooperation with the Lower Colorado River Authority, the Resolution Trust Corporation, 
and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Land acquisitions would be financed by a 
combination of federal, state and local grants, and private contributions from organizations 
like The Nature Conservancy. An "impact fee" on new construction would supply additional 
revenues. 
The Balcones Canyonlands Conservation Plan would protect the region's threatened 
and endangered species by avoiding habitat fragmentation. But other HCPs are envisioned to 
protect the wider region. The U.S. Department of Defense, for example, controls hundreds 
of square miles in the Hill Country and employs over 100,000 people. A cooperative 
agreement already in place with The Nature Conservancy is intended to facilitate the 
management of these federal lands. Planned projects include habitat and water conservation 
efforts. 
The Conservancy envisions a full-time staff with a director and several ecologists to 
make the Texas Hill Country Bioreserve a reality. The Conservancy's role is seen as that of 
facilitator -- bringing together diverse interests toward a common goal to demonstrate that 
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ecosystems can be preserved without impairing regional economic development. In many 
ways, the Nature Conservancy's Last Great Places initiative mirrors broader national 
challenges facing many countries including the U.S. 
New York's Adirondack Park 
New York's Adirondack Park occupies 6 million contiguous acres of public and 
private land in the northeastern portion of the state. The Park is within a day's drive of 60 
million people in the U.S. and Canada. Its long history and innovative approach to regional 
planning make it a useful case study of how public and private lands can be managed toward 
a unified goal of protecting open space for recreation and nature preservation. Current 
problems facing the Park also provide insight into the problems likely to be encountered in 
similar regional planning issues in mixed-ownership areas. 
Scattered throughout the Adirondack Park are approximately 2.6 million acres of 
public land referred to as the Adirondack Forest Preserve, initially set aside in 1885. In 
1892 the Adirondack Park was created, encircled by a "Blue Line" that included both private 
lands and the state-owned Forest Preserves. These public lands are protected by Article 
XIV, Section 1, of the New York State Constitution, which specifies that "lands of the state, 
now owned or hereafter acquired constituting the Forest Preserve as now fixed by law, shall 
be forever kept as wild forest lands." Over the last century, the Forest Reserve has grown 
from 681,374 acres to 2.6 million acres, while the total area within the "Blue Line" 
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expanded from 2.8 to nearly six million acres . Today, the acreage in the Park is roughly 
split between public and private lands. 
Adirondack Park is the largest state park in the 48 contiguous states. His the largest 
forested area east of the Mississippi River, and represents one of the most significant 
remaining temperate hardwood ecosystems in the world. The Park recently achieved 
international recognition as part of the lO-million-acre Champlain-Adirondack Biosphere 
Reserve, established in northern New York and western Vermont. 
Timber harvests and other extractive activities provided the impetus for the Park's 
establishment nearly a century ago (Graham 1978). Since that time, New Yorkers have 
consistently endorsed measures to enhance the Park while rejecting proposals that would 
undermine its protection and authority. Twenty years ago, a Temporary Study Commission 
on the Future of the Adirondacks was formed to provide options for easing the impacts of 
development and recreation pressures on the Park. As a result of the study's findings, the 
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) was created in 1971 to manage, with the help of local 
governments, development pressures on public and private lands in the Park. The APA was 
directed to develop a master plan for the management of state lands in the Park and a land 
use and development plan for private lands within the Blue Line. The Land Use and 
Development Plan, completed in 1973, controlled development by setting building density 
limits in each of six land use areas (Zinser 1980). The Plan also set some modest 
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restrictions on the types of private use allowed. The APA land use classifications developed 
in the Plan were (from the 1990 report The Adirondack Park in the Twenty First Century): 
Hamlets -- Population and commercial centers where most intensified development is 
intended to occur. The APA rarely subjects development in Hamlet areas to agency 
review; 
Industrial Use -- Areas of prior, existing or future industrial operations. Operations 
such as mining or wood manufacturing are considered key Park industrial uses; 
Moderate Intensity Use -- Areas on lakeshores and in close proximity to Hamlet 
areas. Moderate Intensity Use lands are zoned for one principal building for every 
1.3 acres; 
Low Intensity Use -- Areas often on 1akeshores or adjoining Hamlets and Moderate 
Intensity Use areas. Low Intensity Use lands are zoned at one principal building per 
3.2 acres; 
Rural Use -- These lands, rural in character, are often remote from population or 
developed areas. Rural Use lands are zoned at one principal building per 8.5 acres; 
and 
Resource Management -- Lands in the most remote areas of the Park, including 
numerous waterbodies and wetlands. Almost all Resource Management land is 
forested. These lands are zoned at 42.7 acres per principal building. 
The APA, along with the Land Use and Development Plan, essentially constitute a 
zoning ordinance allowing development up to certain density limits in various land use 
classes identified for the Park's 3 million acres of private land. While the APA set overall 
building density limits, the Adirondack Park Act gave zoning control to local communities. 
Yet as of 1990, only 11 of 105 communities had APA-approved plans. This was in part due 
to limited planning assistance from the AP A and local resistance to planning restrictions that 
would limit private property rights. Furthermore, it is estimated that only one-fifth of 
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development activities are reviewed by the APA due to relaxed local review and exemptions 
for pre-1973 subdivisions. 
While the APA Act served the Park conditions at the time, development pressures 
have continued and now threaten to fragment the larger private ownerships in the Park --
forever spoiling the open space characteristics of the Park and seriously limiting the ability of 
the Park to act as a complete ecosystem. For example, between 1984 and 1989, the number 
of lots included in subdivision applications tripled. Projected applications in 1990 were 72 % 
above those of the prior year, the highest year ever for the Park. Under the building density 
limits developed in 1973, additional development could fragment the 2.7 million acres of 
Resource Management and Rural Use lands in the Park and increase the Park's population 
five-fold. Unfortunately, the actual development impacts on the Park are hard to determine 
since no central authority has jurisdiction over all development in the Park. However, the 
"full build-out" scenario described above is forecasted to occur over the next 100 years in the 
absence of any mitigation measures. 
The Commission on the Adirondacks in the Twenty-First Century. Continuing development 
pressures led New York Governor Mario Cuomo in 1989 to appoint the Commission on the 
Adirondacks in the Twenty-First Century. In Governor Cuomo's words "recent developments 
suggest that we may be entering a new period in the history of the Adirondacks, an era of 
unbridled land speculation and unwarranted development that may threaten the unique open 
space and wilderness character of the region." Indeed, rising land values for homesite 
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development and marginal returns for traditional forestry and agricultural land uses resulted 
in the fragmentation of large ownerships similar to that occurring throughout New England. 
These same factors prompted the Northern Forest Lands Study described below. 
The Commission's report, entitled The Adirondack Park in the Twenty First Century, 
was released in April of 1990 and lists 245 recommendations. First and foremost, the 
Commission recommended the creation of an Adirondack Park Administration to supersede 
the APA. The new park administration would have expanded authorities to control land use 
and development on both public and private lands with a focus on limiting the fragmentation 
of large ownerships. 
The Rural Use and Resource Management land use classes comprise 87% of the 
private lands in the park. Roughly 90% of these lands are forested; most are under forest 
industry control. Yet under the APA's current zoning approach, these large areas of open 
space could be fragmented into countless homesites -- seriously threatening the Park's open 
space and many of the features necessary for conserving biodiversity and migration 
corridors. 
The Commission recommended controlling fragmentation through a two-part Open 
Space Protection Plan. The first part included an acquisition plan that would add an 
estimated 650,000 acres of key lands to the Forest Preserve. The second part of the plan 
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would ease development pressures that fragment large private ownerships by purchasing 
conservation easements, zoning changes, and transferable development rights. 
Other Commission recommendations included: 
1) the creation of an Adirondack Park Service within the State's Department of 
Environmental Conservation to manage public lands in the Park and coordinate 
educational and interpretive programs; 
2) an Adirondack Park Community Development Corporation with bonding authority to 
encourage affordable housing and community facilities; 
3) a program to revitalize rural communities; 
4) an Adirondack Park Trust Fund; 
5) development of a set of greenways throughout the Park that could serve as travel 
corridors for recreationists and wildlife; 6 
6) extending the Park's boundary in the north to include the entire Adirondack massif; 
7) improved coordination between and within agencies with jurisdiction in the Park; 
8) designate a narrow transition zone around the Park that would complement the Park's 
open space qualities and serve as a location for industries that enhance the Park's 
forest, agricultural, and tourist industries; and 
6 Many of these green ways are comprised of roads, trails , rivers, and railroad right-of-
ways. While most of these areas are in public ownership, easements, regulations, and fee 
acquisition of key parcels could be used to consolidate holdings. These strategies have been 
successful on many major trail systems like the Appalachian Trail in the Eastern U.S. 
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9) a one-year development and subdivision moratorium while the state legislature 
considers the Commission's recommendations. 
The Commission's report addresses threats beyond the Park's boundary as well. . 
Recommendation Number 209 states that "the processes which maintain habitats most likely 
to be affected or lost through climate change should be determined. Mechanisms for their 
perpetuation, such as assuring dispersal of species across a land bridge to the Canadian shield 
and setting up seed banks, should be developed by "a task force of Adirondack Park 
Administration and Adirondack Park Service personnel. Furthermore, the transition zone 
outside of the "Blue Line" would "serve as a bridge to connect the natural communities of 
the Park with those of the Northeast and Canada. Land bridges are used as travel routes by 
wildlife such as moose, and for the regeneration of many plant species. The transition zone 
would thus help maintain the biological diversity within the Park. " 
Implementing the plan was estimated to cost $15 million in recurring annual costs and 
approximately $800 million in one-time costs over 20 years. (Nearly one-half of the one-
time costs are for the burying of utility lines.) Additional annual revenues from an anti-
speculation tax, user fees, and a tax on lUXUry homes were projected to be $8 million. 
Further funding would be bonded through a proposed 2pt Century Environmental Quality 
Bond Act. 
Governor Coumo has unsuccessfully requested legislation to implement many of the 
Commission's recommendations on two separate occasions. While many residents in the 
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Park support the APA and its planning efforts, there is strong and vocal grassroots opposition 
as well. Local governments feel under-represented and many residents . feel the original act 
was "rammed down their throats." Lingering animosities OYer the original 1974 APA Act 
have turned the Commission's recommendations into a "political disaster"according to one 
AP A official. As a result, a dozen or so opposition groups have formed and seem ready to 
challenge any additional land use restrictions in the Park. 
The Nonhern Forest Lands Study 
Much of New England's forests have traditionally been under relatively stable forest 
industry control. But rising land values and development pressures, coupled with industry 
policies to maximize shareholder returns, have led the region's forest products firms to 
reevaluate corporate land policies. The result -- recent industry sales of nearly 750,000 acres 
-- has heightened regional concerns over future public access, forest management, and the 
region's economic future (Blackmer 1989, Hagenstein 1987). 
Some states and conservation groups have independently responded to the sale of 
large industrial and private ownerships. The Wilderness Society's recent report, A New 
Maine Woods Reserve (Kellett 1989), calls for the protection of northern Maine's forests 
employing methods similar to those used in the Pinelands. The State of New Hampshire 
took more direct action by recently purchasing 40,000 acres of former Diamond International 
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lands with assistance from The Nature Conservancy and the Society for the Protection of 
New Hampshire's Forests, two non-profit conservation organizations (American Forestry 
Association 1989). As currently planned, the state will retain ownership of the land while 
the Forest Service purchases development rights through a conservation easement. 
But the likelihood of continued development pressures has led to broader, more 
coordinated responses. In 1988, the governors of New York, Vermont, New Hampshire and 
Maine appointed a Governors' Task Force on Northern Forest Lands to study the forest 
resources and ownership patterns of 10.4 million hectares of New England's forests. Shortly 
thereafter, Senators Leahy and Rudman were instrumental in leading Congress to direct the 
USDA Forest Service to assist the task force in preparing strategies to reinforce current 
patterns of land ownership and use (American Forestry Association 1988). 
The resulting report, the Nonhem Forest Lands Study, was released in 1990 (Harper 
et ai. 1990). The report relied on public input to develop a "common vision" for the future 
of New England's forests and proposes strategies to maintain large undeveloped tracts of 
private forest land while keeping these lands open to the public. The report recognizes the 
prohibitive costs of relying solely on public land acquisition, and proposes the use of a wide 
range of innovative protection strategies including local and state zoning restrictions, 
conservation easements, expanded public lands, and various tax incentives designed to 
discourage land speculation and conversion and encourage traditional land uses like forestry 
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(Lilieholm 1990). The costs and benefits of the following protection strategies were 
considered in the report (Harper et al. 1990): 
* state and local planning~ 
* compatibility of federal expenditures; 
* land gains tax; 
* regulations which influence forest practices; 
* conservation easements; 
* land acquisition; 
* favorable tax treatment of conservation sales; 
* rolling leases; 
* capital gains provision for timber; 
* special use valuation for estate taxes; 
* credits for investing in resource-based industry; 
* credits for investing in forest land; 
* deduction for timber management costs; 
* current-use valuation for property taxes; 
* elimination of deduction for interest on second home mortgages; 
* community improvement; 
* liability laws (to facilitate public access and use of private lands); 
* user education (to reduce user abuse of sites); 
* landowner recognition for conservation efforts; 
* direct incentives to compensate landowners for conservation efforts; and 
* greenline areas. 
The Nonhern Forest Lands Study in essence challenges the states of New England to 
take the initiative on a regional protection plan much like the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation's 
1976 report that prompted state protection efforts in the Pinelands. The report encourages 
the states and the Governor's Task Force to identify and map important resources and begin 
developing strategies to achieve the common vision for the future. The report also proposes 
federal assistance in regional planning efforts and the establishment of a federal fund for 
emergency purchases of important parcels of land that enter the market. 
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The Northern Forest Lands Study recognized the threats climate change poses for the 
region. As a result, the report outlines current and proposed research under the USDA 
Forest Service Forest-Atmosphere Interaction Priority Research Program, an extension of the 
Forest Response Program. Coordinated by the Forest Service's Northeast Forest Experiment 
Station, these studies adopt an ecosystem perspective, concentrating "research on processes 
of atmospheric effects on forests, the effects of forest management on the atmosphere, long-
term monitoring, and development of management options based on research from the 
previous three items" (emphasis added)(Harper et al. 1990). 
The Pinelands-like approach endorsed by the Northern Forest Lands Study may be 
effective in New England since population densities and land values in much of the region 
prohibit outright public acquisition, and the creation of a reserve would probably generate 
enough value to compensate lost development opportunities. Most importantly, the region's 
institutions are sufficiently developed to capture these values and transfer them to private 
owners and local jurisdictions within the preserve to foster continued local support. The 
region has already received substantial international recognition, and is home to the Hubbard 
Brook Experimental Forest Biosphere Reserve, and the Champlain-Adirondack Biosphere 
Reserve, the second largest Biosphere Reserve in the world (Harper et al. 1990). 
But implementing the Pinelands model in New England faces new challenges as well. 
Most significant is the degree of inter-state cooperation that would be needed to successfully 
devise and implement a unified protection strategy for the region. This hurdle may be less 
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formidable than it appears. The creation of the Governor's Task Force prior to federal 
involvement indicates in principle a shared vision and purpose. Another challenge is 
implementing a regional planning framework on an area roughly 25 times greater than the 
Pinelands. 
The Northern Forest Lands Council was formed after the Northern Forest Lands 
Study was published to continue the study for another four years. The Council will conduct 
additional research and analysis to develop a set of specific recommendations to the New 
England states and Congress by September of 1994. Their recommendations will likely 
include specific actions to maintain existing land uses as well as the administrative structures 
needed to design and implement protection strategies. While initial responses to the threats 
facing New England's forests are promising, it will take several more years to determine 
whether the pace of these events can be sustained and lead to an effective protection plan for 
the region. 
The Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem 
The 19-million-acre Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem is a complex quilt of landscapes 
and ownerships. Approximately two-thirds of the region is in federal ownership. Over 2.5 
million acres lie in two national parks (Yellowstone and Grand Teton), and over 9 million 
acres are divided into seven national forests (Beaverhead, Bridger-Teton, Caribou, Custer, 
Gallatin, Shoshone, and the Targhee). In all, nearly half of these federal lands are in 
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designated national parks and Forest Service wilderness areas. Another million acres of 
federal land are managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in three National Wildlife 
Refuges, and by the Bureau of Land Management. State, private, and Indian Reservation 
lands total 685,000, 4,838,000, and 880,000 acres, respectively. The region includes parts 
of three states -- Wyoming , Idaho and Montana. Together, these lands form one of the 
largest areas of wildlands remaining the lower 48 states. 
Over the last several decades , a series of complex issues have severed jurisdictional 
boundaries and fueled proposals to manage the Yellowstone region as an ecosystem rather 
than a collection of agency-controlled federal lands operating under diverse and often 
conflicting mandates. The 1988 Yellowstone fires highlighted the importance of treating 
fires and wildland fuel levels from a regional perspective and led to the creation of the Fire 
Management Policy Review Team 1988. Wildlife issues like the grizzly bear, elk, and wolf 
lend credence to the idea of ecosystem management as well. 
Yet ecosystem management proposals have stirred considerable controversy. Much of 
the debate is mirrored in the historic battle between the Forest Service and the National Park 
Service over "preservation" and "wise-use" philosophies towards resource management. 
The National Park Service was created in 1916 for these reasons: 
"First, that the national parks should be maintained in absolutely unimpaired form for 
the use of future generations as well as those of our own time; second, that they are 
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set apart for the use, observation, health and pleasure of the people; and third, that 
the national interest must dictate all decisions affecting public or private enterprise in 
the parks. Every activity of the Service is subordinate to the duties imposed upon it 
to faithfully preserve the parks for posterity in essentially their natural state" (Dana . 
and Fairfax 1980). 
This attitude was perpetuated and enhanced by the Leopold Report (Leopold et al. 1963), 
which states that "above all other policies, the maintenance of naturalness should prevail." 
This National Park Service policy contrasts with that of the Forest Service, which has 
always been a more "use-oriented" agency. In fact, the debate over preservation and wise-
use or utilitarianism led to the creation of the National Park Service and has been at the 
center of conflict between these two federal land management agencies since their inception 
(Dana and Fairfax 1980, Leopold 1991). 
Yet even within the "wise-use" and "preservation" extremes, much remains unclear. 
The National Park Service's goal to maintain "naturalness" has been a contentious 
management objective since the agency's lands have most certainly changed since European 
settlement due to fire exclusion and predator control. Some argue for the return of pre-
Columbian conditions. Still others recognize that Native Americans had a profound influence 
on the resource prior to Columbus. 
A similar debate over "naturalness" is beginning to emerge from the climate change 
issue. As Lopoukhine (1992) asserts: 
"one must wonder whether the debate is relevant in light of some of the predicted 
near-future impacts from human-accelerated climate change. If ecosystems will be 
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unable to keep up with that rate of climate change, can either camp profess a relevant 
standard of naturalness? Any rapid climate change will likely affect the role of 
parks... Instead, we will soon be, and some already are, debating how to use our 
North American park systems as arks or nodes for the predicted movement of species 
in response to changes in climate. The function of parks may shift from perpetuators 
of landscapes and ecosystems to perpetuators of species and new human-induced 
associations for the benefit of future generations. " 
Considering this, it is debatable whether existing ecosystems could be maintained, let alone 
the creation of pre-Columbian conditions. Climate change will likely lead to new plant 
associations (Parsons 1991), profoundly influencing all of the Park's biota. The great deal of 
uncertainty surrounding this issue led to Keiter and Boyce's (1992) call for increased 
research on the impact of climate change on the Park. 
The divergence in management direction between the Park Service and Forest 
Service, and even between different forests in the National Forest System, creates a 
formidable obstacle in developing a regional plan that cuts across jurisdictional boundaries to 
protect the Yellowstone ecosystem. Yet current issues, and Congressional threats of 
management intervention, are forcing the agencies to cooperate. 
The Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee. The Greater Yellowstone Coordinating 
Committee (GYCC) was formed in the early 1960s to address common concerns like fire 
management and wildlife policies. The GYCC includes representation from the National 
Park Service and the Forest Service -- two agencies that have historically distrusted each 
other (Keiter 1992). This distrust, along with differing missions, limited the effectiveness of 
the Committee and eventually led to a highly critical 1985 Congressional Oversight Hearing 
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that found a lack of communication between the Forest Service and National Park Service. 
In the words of a subsequent Congressional Research Service report, "the existing 
coordinating committees are not comprehensive in either membership or approach, and 
therefore are inadequate for providing complete, coordinated management of the Yellowstone 
ecosystem" (Keiter 1989). 
The GYCC was revitalized in the late 1980s, partly in response to the threats of 
legislative reform for the region's federal agencies (Keiter 1989), and partly as a result of 
pressure from the newly-created Yellowstone Coalition, a grassroots association of 
environmental interests. This revitalized GYCC then set out to develop a "vision" document 
for ecosystem management in the Greater Yellowstone region. 
Ecosystem Management in the Greater Yellowstone Area. Developing a management plan 
for the region while sustaining local communities presented a challenge for the GYCC since 
many local communities rely on tourism from the parks and commodity extraction from the 
national forests. Early ecosystem management proposals envisioned a protection plan similar 
to the Biosphere Reserves and Bioreserves described above, where National Park lands, in 
conjunction with Forest Service wilderness, would form core protection areas. Yet given the 
diverse mandates of the two key agencies, the GYCC, in the words of Governor Michael 
Sullivan, had to "tread the very fine line between setting policy and implementing policy." 
Indeed, the Forest Service was very cautious in adopting a management approach that would 
make its mission subservient to the Park Service's. 
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In 1988 the GYCC began formulating what was later to become the" Yellowstone 
Vision Statement." The report was to provide a model of how interagency cooperation 
could lead to ecosystem management. Released in August 1990, the report was hailed by 
environmentalists and many in the agencies, and damned by politicians, commodity groups, 
and many private landowners. The political opposition was intense, and contributed to the 
highly publidzed transfer of senior agency personnel from the region. The report was re-
released as "A Framework for Coordination of National Parks and National Forests in the 
Greater Yellowstone Area." This document sliced the original report from 70 pages down to 
11 and removed many of the original preservation themes (St. Clair 1991). In addition, the 
GYCC's staff was reduced, and its offices are now housed at various national forests on a 
rotational basis. The GYCC chair, once equivalent to a forest supervisor, has been greatly 
reduced in stature. 
The development of an ecosystem management approach in the Yellowstone area was 
heralded as the future of resource management, and the area was closely watched as a model 
for other regions. In the words of Keiter and Boyce (1992), "how (ecosystem management 
is) handled on the public domain will set the stage for how other human-nature conflicts are 
addressed. Transcending the bureaucratic domain of any single agency, these resources can 
be managed effectively only on an ecosystem scale. And ecosystem management policies can 
be devised only by reaching consensus on how to integrate humans. " 
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Yet, rather than attempting to provide a model for leadership in other areas, the 
GYCC could have benefitted from looking at other successful models that had evolved in 
regions more complex and controversial than Yellowstone. For example, the GYCC's 
exclusion of private interests undermined public acceptance of any interagency agreements 
that might have been reached. These groups should have been included in the planning 
process from the beginning, rather than simply be presented with alternatives following 
deliberation between federal and state agencies. The Yellowstone Coalition provided a much 
needed voice for local concerns that could have received formal recognition by the GYCC. 
In addition, industry groups, private landowners, and government officials should have been 
included from the start. 
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III. CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
The case .studies described in the previous section offer insight as to why some 
regional planning initiatives succeed while others fail. The diversity of approaches 
described, coupled with the wide range of landscapes, goals, ownership patterns and political 
systems, makes this exercise somewhat anecdotal. Nonetheless, by examining which 
approaches succeed or fail under various conditions, generalizations can be offered regarding 
global warming adaptation strategies that are likely to succeed under a given set of 
conditions. Table 4 summarizes the management goals and protection strategies for each of 
the case studies described in Section II. 
Level of Authority and Control. 
A continuum can be envisioned in describing the level of control exhibited by regional 
planning initiatives. This continuum ranges from absolute to cooperative control, and closely 
parallels whether the resource is under private or public control, or national or international 
control. Figure 2 summarizes the range of formal representation in planning for each case 
study described in Section II. 
The level of control to a large extent defines the range of options available for 
reaching a given goal, and indeed may even decide the goal itself. Absolute control, 
particularly in the case of federal lands managed by a federal land management agency, 
provides the greatest ability to meet Congressional global warming adaptation objectives. 
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Table 4. Summary table of management oversight, goals, and protection strategy for each 
case study described in Section II. (Note: "F" "S" and "C" designation under management 
oversight denotes federal, state, and county levels, respectively. )(Continued.) 
Management Management Protection 
Case study oversight goals strategy 
Pinelands Pinelands Protect, preserve and Land acquisition and land use 
National Commission enhance the region's land zoning program in conjunction 
Reserve (F/SIC) and water resources by with various protection strategies 
combining local, state and like conservation easements, tax 
federal governments with incentives, grants, etc . 
the private sector as an 
alternative to large-scale 
federal acquisition and 
management. 
UNESCO's International Link natural and social Varies for each Biosphere Reserve. 
Man and Coordinating sciences for the rational Reserve designation builds on 
the Council, use and conservation of existing protected areas. 
Biosphere National the biosphere. 
Program Committees 
. The TNC's The Nature Utilize public and private Varies for each Bioreserve . 
Last Great Conservancy partnerships to demonstrate Program builds on existing 
Places (Private) the compatibility of preserves by expanding buffer 
Initiative economic development and areas. Wide range of protection 
nature preservation. strategies used ranging from land 
acquisition to conservation ease-
ments and zoning restrictions. 
New Adirondack Protect the Park's forests Land use zoning with some land 
York's Park Admin. and waters for the use and acquisition. The Adirondack Park 
Adirondack (S) enjoyment of future gener- in the Twenty First Century report 
Park ations, and to create a (1990) sought to expand the range of 
refuge to preserve forever available protection strategies. 
a place of transcendent 
wilderness. 
Table 4. Continued. Summary table of management oversight, goals, and protection 
strategy for each case study described in Section II. (Note: "F" "S" and "C" designation 
under management oversight denotes federal, state, and county levels, respectively.) 
Management Management Protection 
Case study oversight goals strategy 
Northern Northern Study and assess the The NFLS identified a wide range of 
Forest Forest Lands various resources of protection strategies (see Table 5). 
Lands Study (F), the NFL and offer Specific recommendations to the New 
Study Northern alternatives to protect England states and Congress will be 
(NFLS) Forest Lands the long-term integrity made by the Northern Forest Lands 
Council (F), of traditional land uses. Council in 1994. 
Governors' 
Task Force 
on the NFL 
(S) 
Greater Greater Manage and protect the Coordinate management between 
Yellowstone Yellowstone region as an ecosystem the Forest Service and National 
Ecosystem Coordinating through interagency Park Service. 
Committee management. 
(F) 
(Interagency) 
Private OWnership 
and management 
I 
Public Ownership and Management 
- l 
Industrial Non Industrial United States International 
Local State Interstate Federal 
Pinelands National Reserve 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ 
Northern Forest Lands Study 
00( • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ 
Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee 
~ . ---------------~ 
MAE Biosphere Reserves 
00( • 
Adirondack Park 
00( .. 
The Nature Conservancy's Bioreserves 
. .. ---------------~ 
Figure 2. Range of management continuum receiving formal recognition in planning for 
case studies. (Note: dashed line indicates influence from Biosphere Reserve 
designations.) 
Alternatively, cooperative arrangements necessitate shared planning and management, and 
hence some form of compromise on objectives in order to arrive at consensus. 
The classic preserve -- the park -- transfers full land ownership t6 · one level of 
government, which then uses its police powers to exclude undesired activities. This model is 
widely used in the United States, and offers the most direct opportunities for Congressional 
action to adapt to global warming impacts. Currently, over 40 million acres are under such 
federal control in the continental U.S. Opportunities for expansion, however, are limited due 
to the high costs of acquisition. This illustrates the need for other more flexible 
arrangements to influence management on non-federal lands. 
The Pinelands approach offers a flexible alternative to the park model and is likely to 
guide regional land use planning efforts in areas of complex ownerships and political 
structures. The Pinelands model uses (1) intergovernmental mixes of authority to achieve the 
desired balance between public and private control of land uses, (2) representative and 
participatory mechanisms for land use planning, and (3) mixes of fiscal and regulatory 
measures to discourage unwanted uses of the reserve, and create incentives for compliance 
with clearly stated public interests (Lilieholm and Romm 1992). 
Since these features can be varied for different circumstances, the general model may 
have broad applications for preserving valued habitats that developmental pressures would 
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otherwise fragment, modify or erode. This flexibility allows the approach to apply to a 
broader range of conditions than does the classic park. 
Lilieholm and Romm (1992) examined the application of the Pinelands model to a 
range of planning conditions. These included regions of low population pressure and high 
local economic dependence on resource extraction, high population pressure in a region 
where economic benefits can be derived from the qualities associated with open space rather 
than resource extraction, and a rural region where growing developmental pressures threaten 
the base of an extractive resource economy. 
The Pinelands model appears to suit conditions in which (1) population densities are 
sufficiently great that land ownership cannot be transferred to one governmental jurisdiction, 
(2) a reserve creates sufficient values outside its boundaries to compensate for the loss of 
developmental and extractive opportunities within, and (3) institutions are available to capture 
these values and transfer them to private owners and local jurisdictions within the preserve so 
that they have sufficient reason and capacity to maintain it (Lilieholm and Romm 1992). 
The case studies described earlier suggest that in the absence of a clear mandate; 
. consensus may be more attainable when negotiation is between various levels of government 
than between agencies of the same level. While this may seem counterintuitive, competition 
for shared constituencies and funding sources may be an important factor, along with 
historical jurisdictional conflicts and mistrust (Keiter 1991). The Greater Yellowstone 
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Ecosystem and Adirondack Park cases highlight the federal and state responses where 
interagency competition in the absence of a strong directive can lead to limited results. 
Perhaps a stronger mandate from above or perceived loss of interests would facilitate 
negotiation in such cases. It appears that a central authority responsible for oversight, 
planning, and conflict resolution is necessary. Interagency "Memoranda of Understanding," 
while useful in the initial stages of gaining cooperation and a shared vision, too often fall 
short of arriving at meaningful actions (Hudson 1991). In the Pinelands, a cabinet-level 
Pinelands Review Commission was established to effectively oversee the coordination of 
protection efforts in the Pinelands. 
The Federal Role in Protection. 
An important related issue is the role of the federal government in facilitating regional 
planning initiatives in order to foster adaptive management. The case studies provide two 
contrasting strategies of federal involvement. In the Pinelands, the federal government 
played a pivotal role by (1) raising the debate beyond the local level, (2) providing funds to 
study the ecological significance of the region and develop alternative protection strategies, 
and (3) encouraging the State of New Jersey to strengthen water quality standards as a 
prerequisite for further federal aid. Once the State responded, $26 million in federal funds 
were authorized to fund land acquisition and support planning by the newly-created Pinelands 
Commission (Collins and Russell 1988). The federal government adopted a similar 
Pinelands-style approach to facilitate planning in New England by providing federal support 
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to develop the Northern Forest Lands Study and continue research through the Northern 
Forest Lands Council. 
In contrast, the federal threat of intervention in the management of the Yellowstone . 
region resulted in a renewed commitment to the Greater Yellowstone Coordinating 
Committee by the Forest Service and National Park Service. This threat alone, however, 
was not sufficient to make real progress since many in the Forest Service believed that 
moves toward ecosystem management were likely to move the agency away from its 
multiple-use mission in favor of a national park-like approach to management. 
The two case studies described above illustrate the "carrot and stick" options available 
to federal, state, and local governments. In these cases, incentives, while perhaps more 
expensive, provided a mechanism that enlisted local support and was ultimately more 
effective. 
While options for federal involvement vary considerably, such involvement may not 
be appropriate or even desirable in all cases. For example, in the Adirondack Park case 
federal involvement is not desired by either environmentalists or APA opponents. 
Environmentalists feel that federal protection would not be as strong as current APA efforts 
to protect the Park. APA opponents,on the other hand, fear adding another layer of 
government to the Park's management. 
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Public Support and Involvement. 
A major obstacle to adapting to global warming impacts is the vast uncertainty 
surrounding warming scenarios. This, coupled with immediate costs for distant and 
uncertain benefits, present a formidable challenge for adaptive measures that require public 
sacrifice. The importance of enlisting local support is illustrated in the Yellowstone and 
Adirondack Park cases. There, limited opportunities for public involvement led to the 
creation of local grassroots opposition groups which have successfully blocked efforts to 
increase environmental protections. They stand ready to challenge any further attempts to 
tighten protection efforts. To avoid creating similar situations, public consultation and 
education should be an essential ingredient of any adaptive strategy. 
It appears that more successful regional planning initiatives are being developed in the 
Eastern U.S., despite more complex ownership patterns and institutional structures. If this is 
in fact true, the reasons should be examined. Perhaps federal designation of critical areas in 
the West avoided or mitigated many of the resource issues that face the eastern portion of the 
country. Maybe environmental problems are more severe in the East, or at least the public's 
perception of problems. Perhaps the East's longer settlement period has tempered views 
towards cooperation, private property rights, the public good, and regional planning. In each 
case, resolving environmental problems would be facilitated by an easily mobilized citizenry 
that recognizes environmental issues. 
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Funding Mechanisms. 
Any successful regional planning initiative requires a reasonable consensus regarding 
the plJblic interest and sufficiently inexpensive mechanisms to bridge differences between 
preservation goals and local and state interests (Moomaw 1989, Cooperrider 1991). The 
degree of such differences will likely dictate the opportunities for local and state participation 
in management since ultimate authority must be consistent with the need to resolve conflicts. 
In situations where goals are commonly shared, options for cooperation exist. However, the 
greater the divergence over protection goals, the more centralized the authority required to 
reach and enforce an agreement (Lilieholm and Romm 1992). 
Furthermore, adaptive strategies are likely to place significant costs on individuals and 
communities as extractive resource uses are modified or curtailed. Creative efforts will be 
required that protect environmentally-sensitive areas without necessarily stopping 
development or displacing state and local authorities. Fair compensation for lost economic 
opportunities is an important element in gaining local support for conservation efforts. For 
example, tradeable development rights were used effectively in the Pinelands to limit the 
burden of land use regulations on private landowners. Similar schemes have been proposed 
by both the Nonhern Forest Lands Study and the Commission on the Adirondack Park in the 
Twenty-First Century. For Pinelands communities, payments in lieu of taxes effectively 
served the same role. This mechanism was also proposed in The Adirondack Park in the 
21st Century report and the Nonhern Forest Lands Study. 
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Successes and Failures in Application. 
The Pinelands National Reserve and Northern Forest Lands Study illustrate the 
importance of federal stimulus to the planning process. Without such support, the outcome 
of these two cases would probably be very different. Indeed, protection efforts in the 
Pinelands foundered for twenty years before federal intervention facilitated resolution. 
Likewise, current efforts to enhance the protection of wildlands in the Adirondack Park are 
stalled within the State. Perhaps a federal role would provide the inertia necessary to 
overcome Park opponents and adopt the recommendations of the Governor's commission. 
Zoning restrictions are likely to playa critical role in global warming adaptation 
strategies that seek to maintain corridors between preserves. As a result, regional planning 
initiatives that rely on zoning restrictions must be vested with the authority to enforce 
regulations. For example, the inability of the APA to enforce compliance led to two 
problems. First, development takes place that conflicts with the Park's goals, and second, 
the lack of a central clearinghouse for development activities obstructs efforts to gain a 
comprehensive view of development pressures facing the region . 
Since the failure to comply with zoning restrictions may be intentional, the planning 
body must either be vested with sufficient authority to enforce compliance, or the benefits 
associated with compliance must clearly outweigh any perceived costs. For example, the 
Pinelands CMP recommended payments in lieu of taxes to municipalities whose zoning 
ordinances were in compliance with the Plan. Often, however, small rural towns simply lack 
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the resources and abilities to develop master plans and review development. As a result, 
planning initiatives should provide funding and expertise to aid communities with 
compliance: 
Furthermore, regional planning initiatives must address the special pressures that 
fragment large ownerships. As evidenced by the Adirondack case, zoning restrictions that 
rely on building densities alone may be ineffective. Since large, contiguous areas are usually 
managed to produce extractive resources, special care must be taken to encourage the 
continuation of such activities. For example, marginal timberlands could receive favorable 
tax treatments and low interest loans to adopt more efficient processing technologies. 
Without such policies, the greater returns associated with commercial development would 
likely drive the conversion from forestlands to homesites and condominiums. 
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IV. STRATEGIES FOR INFLUENCING 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
Improving the ability of our Nation's preserves to adapt to global warming will likely 
require strong and immediate Congressional action (Cooperrider 1991). In the words of 
Moomaw (1989), Congress faces the "task of gathering the necessary information, 
developing and passing authorizing legislation, and then appropriating the necessary funding 
to implement the many facets of a complex response to a complex problem." The problem is 
indeed complex, cutting across the jurisdictions of at least a dozen subcommittees and federal 
agencies. 
Researchers have already begun to offer suggestions for global warming adaptation 
responses. Salwasser (1991) notes the importance of integrating humans into protection 
efforts, expanded ecosystem research, galvanizing public support, interdisciplinary 
approaches to management, and building upon existing preserve systems and public lands. 
Moomaw (1989) encourages continued support for research arid long-term ecological 
monitoring, organizing the federal government so it can respond to complex global warming 
issues, developing and implementing domestic and international policies that will reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions to slow global warming, and preparing strategies to adapt to 
unavoidable climate change. Binkley (1990) identified several favorable attributes of 
adaptive global warming strategies. The first is robustness -- policies or actions that perform 
well under a wide range of climate futures. This is similar to Smith's (1992a) appeal for "no 
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regrets strategies." The second attribute is flexibility -- policies or actions that can be 
implemented qllickly and at low cost. 
The range of options is wide, and it is likely that a broad range of responses will best 
meet the challenge. This section describes some of the response options available to 
Congress. Two considerations should be kept in mind. First, considerable work is already 
underway; simply coordinating the various activities already in place would be a significant 
first step. Second, the economic health of many rural communities will depend on how the 
federal government uses and shares its powers. Greater sharing of power with local and 
state interests may be the best strategy to satisfy long-run national interests. 
Organizational Response. 
There is some debate over whether the existing patchwork of governmental 
institutions monitoring and funding global warming activities provides needed flexibility, or 
whether this fragmentation is ineffective and in need of umbrella legislation to coordinate 
governmental actions (Waller 1991). Moomaw (1989), favoring the second approach, 
recommends the creation of high-level positions in the Environmental Protection Agency, 
Department of Energy, as well as new offices in the Departments of State, Interior, 
Agriculture, Housing and Urban Development, and Defense -- all coordinated by a cabinet-
level official. Moomaw (1989) also presents an agency-by-agency allocation of 
responsibility, although much of his discussion centers on mitigation efforts rather than 
adaptation. Salwasser (1991) provides some comments on the Forest Service's role in a 
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national biodiversity conservation strategy, advocating multi-institutional arrangements like 
those evolving to meet management challenges in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, the 
Southern App(i}achian Highlands, and the Columbia River basin. 
Cooperrider (1991) cites compartmentalized agency organization as a significant 
barrier to interdisciplinary protection efforts. This compartmentalization, resulting from 
reductionist philosophies and professional training, is evident from a survey of the names 
given to various federal resource management agencies like the Forest Service, the National 
Park Service, the Fish and Wildlife Service, etc. The threat of global warming is unlikely to 
remedy this compartmentalization, but other agents for change exist and are evolving. For 
example, interdisciplinary research and multi-resource management are being endorsed by 
donor groups and resource agencies like the Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, 
and the National Park Service. Such approaches are likely to continue since they hold the 
greatest promise for expanding our knowledge of the interactions between ecosystem function 
and human needs. 
Legislative Response. 
Congress' first priority should be to pursue least-cost adaptation strategies (Jaeger 
1989). Similarly, Moomaw (1989) suggests first implementing policies that can be easily 
reversed and have the least negative impact on the economy. Such strategies are likely to 
result in actions that affect the management of federal lands. This is fortunate since nearly 
80% of the Nation's ecosystems are represented in large blocks (i.e., greater than 10,000 
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hectares) of National Park Service, Forest Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, or Bureau of 
Land Management lands (Chadwick 1991). As a starting point, "Memoranda of 
Understanding" sho~ld be encouraged between various federal land management agencies to 
aid in coordinating management.-and pursuing adaptive policies. Some agencies have already 
begun to link with other institutions to improve management. The Bureau of Land 
Management has allied with The Nature Conservancy to protect wildlife habitat on 270 
million acres (Chadwick 1991). 
Existing federal laws relating to resource management should also be reviewed to 
assess whether or not they provide guidance in developing or implementing adaptive 
strategies. The National Environmental Policy Act (1969), the Resources Planning Act 
(1974), the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (1976), and the National Forest 
Management Act (1976) could all be amended to require agencies to assess the impacts of 
global climate change on biodiversity and other resources. Amendments could also 
encourage the adaptive management responses described below. 
One area of major legislative revision relates to the Endangered Species Act (1973). 
Habitat fragmentation due to human development is the leading threat to species. Under the 
current law, by the time species are listed as threatened or endangered, much of their habitat 
has already been lost. Many scientists support a new approach to protecting biodiversity in 
the U. S., arguing that the single species approach to protecting biodiversity set forth by the 
Endangered Species Act has been too reactive (Chadwick 1991). A new law that protects 
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whole ecosystems -- an Endangered Ecosystem Act -- appears to have fairly wide support 
from scientists and could provide a more effective approach (Csuti 1991, Cutler 1991, 
Hudson 1991). 
New legislation should initiate a national inventory of species (Chadwick 1991) 
similar to that being conducted by The Nature Conservancy's Heritage Program. Other 
legislation should strengthen Earth and ecological monitoring efforts like NASA's EOS and 
the interagency Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP) managed by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (Riitters et al. 1992). Efforts like these are essential since 
they can provide information concerning the extent and impacts of global climate change on 
various biota. Such information could provide a trigger mechanism indicating when and 
where new, more costly adaptation strategies are needed. 
Research Response. 
Much additional research is required before effective adaptive responses to global 
warming can be devised. For example, little is known about the effects of habitat 
fragmentation on populations, or how populations evolve and adapt to their environment. 
The threat of global climate change heightens such concerns. Related research topics include 
emerging ideas like minimum viable populations, greater ecosystems, minimum dynamic 
areas (Picket and Thompson 1978), natural rates of disturbance (Petraitis et al. 1989), habitat 
restoration (Noss 1991), ecoregions (Omernik and Gallant 1986), multiple-use modules (Noss 
and Harris 1986), and patch dynamics (Pickett and Thompson 1978). 
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Basic research needs to be conducted on optimal preserve size and linkage 
mechanisms (Little 1990, Noss 1991, Barrett and Bohlen 1991). The SLOSS preserve size 
debate (Single Large or Several Small) appears to have been resolved in favor of large 
connected preserves, but many uncertainties remain (Soule and Simberloff.1986). Along 
with a greater understanding of population ecology, scientists and policy makers must be able 
to design strategies to prioritize threatened areas to target adaptive actions. Gap analysis 
(Scott et al. 1991) already provides a workable framework for identifying critical areas 
needing protection. Yet existing human settlement patterns highlight the need for tradeoffs 
between "conservation ideals and political realities" (Waller 1991), necessitating an economic 
link to guide actions. For example, once gap analysis has identified currently unprotected 
ecosystems, a capital budgeting approach could develop least-cost protection strategies based 
on existing ownership patterns, species diversity, and acquisition costs. The feasibility of 
such a study is being pursued at Utah State University to examine how economic criteria can 
aid the design of a preserve to protect the habitat of the endangered desert tortoise (Lilieholm 
and Edwards 1992). 
Research should be coordinated with both public and private interests to avoid 
duplication and make more efficient use of limited resources. For example, the USDA 
Forest Service's Southern Global Change Program's primary focus is to conduct basic 
research on the South's major forest cover types to discern how ecosystems will respond to 
changes in physical and chemical climate (USDA Forest Service 1992). This research effort 
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should include substantial cooperation with the region's parks, conservation agencies, and 
forest products . firms. 
Finally, a series of workshops should be held with leading scientists to determine . 
research priorities for global warming adaptation policies. This research should be funded 
and overseen by a single authority, as recommended in the Organizational Response section 
discussed above, to avoid duplication and ensure efficient use of limited resources. 
Considerations for Effective Adaptation Strategies. 
While scientists differ on the likely magnitude of climate change (Wigley and Raper 
1992), many appear to agree that species and/or genotypes exist that can successfully occupy 
most areas in the event of climate change. As a result, the problem facing the development 
of adaptation strategies lies in devising mechanisms to ensure that these colonization sources 
are not lost and can migrate or, better yet, are in place so that as existing ecosystems 
decline, new ones can take their place. 7 
Several strategies have been proposed to foster the ability of wildlands to adapt to 
changing global climate. These strategies include species inventory and monitoring, 
increased genetics research to identify genotypes adapted to likely future climate conditions, 
establishing seed banks to preserve regional gene pools, establishing new preserves and 
7 It is likely that in the event of global climate change, these communities will not remain 
intact but will fragment to form new associations with new geographic ranges (Parsons 1991). 
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protected areas, shorter forestry rotations that provide options for stand replacement with 
species and/or genotypes suited to changing climates, and on-site species diversification 
(Bongarten 1992, Ledig and Kitzmiller 1992, Lilieholm 1992). 
Adaptive global warming policies will likely require combinations of each of these 
strategies. However, most if not all of these strategies entail significant costs on the part of 
governments and the private sector, with benefits subject to great uncertainty over very long 
time frames. This section discusses some important issues surrounding the consideration of 
effective adaptation strategies. 
Manipulating Ecosystems to be More Resilient to Climate Change -- Several adaptation 
options are available to make ecosystems more resilient to the impacts of climate change. 
For example, thinning forest stands would enable trees to more effectively withstand insect 
and disease attacks that may accompany environmental changes. Shorter forestry rotations 
are another adaptive strategy that would allow for stand replacement with species and/or 
genotypes better adapted to changing climates. Other adaptive strategies include improved 
site preparation, pest management, fuel load reduction, the introduction of exotic species, 
fertilization, and small group selection and the creation of mixed stands (Smith 1992b). 
Policy restrictions on many protected areas may preclude many of these adaptive 
strategies. For this reason, intensive management options are briefly mentioned here and 
less intensive adaptation strategies are detailed below. 
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Nature Preserves and Corridor Networks -- The Nation's existing mosaic of preserves and 
protected areas offer a starting point for adaptive management strategies. Yet climate change 
may compromise th~ ability of existing preserves to safeguard significant biota and other 
features they were originally created to protect. Given that the biota within existing preserve 
boundaries may face unfavorable climate changes and hence render those boundaries 
obsolete, several options are possible. 
One response is to try to maintain species within existing reserves. Due to high 
costs, this strategy can only be viewed as a short-term measure, perhaps to preserve a 
species' genes while artificial translocation efforts are attempted. For example, forest trees 
in areas experiencing drier climates could be irrigated while seed is collected for planting 
trials in regions with more favorable climates. Likewise, stands could be thinned to reduce 
forest-wide water demands while favoring threatened species. For wildlife, feeding programs 
could be implemented to overcome food shortages, as is currently done for many ungulates 
in the Western U.S. These actions, however, would likely be expensive and of a transitory 
nature. 
A second adaptive response would be to artificially translocate biota to new areas 
. thought to have favorable climatic conditions. This strategy would be expensive as well, and 
would probably be used as a last resort. Both of these first two responses rely on species 
inventory and monitoring information to signal if and when species are in need of 
in terven tion. 
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A third adaptive response is to establish new reserves to provide refuge for threatened 
and endangered species. The easiest way to accomplish this would be to change the 
management of public lands to provide more protection for threatened biota. For example, 
the management of national forest lands north of national parks or wilderness areas could be 
altered to provide similar protection to migrants as climate changes. 
The acquisition of private lands to create new reserves would most likely be limited 
due to costs. Other problems arise as well. Obvious needs to safeguard public funds hinder 
the ability of governments to quickly acquire critical parcels of land as they become 
available. This concern, raised in both the Adirondack Park case and the Northern Forest 
Lands Study, can be eased by arrangements like those used to protect former Diamond 
International lands in New Hampshire. There, two non-profit conservation organizations 
purchased land that was later sold to the state. Such arrangements, worked out in advance, 
offer promise for quickly acquiring valuable development lands in active real estate markets. 
A wide range of low-cost options exist to influence private land management without 
actually acquiring new lands. One way to alleviate acquisition costs is for the government to 
purchase lands and then resell them with restricted development rights. Another proven 
method is to purchase conservation easements. The Adirondack Park, Bioreserves, Pinelands 
and the Northern Forest Lands Study all rely or intend to rely on this mechanism to defray 
protection costs. 
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As a final adaptive strategy, migration corridors could be established to allow escape 
routes that organisms could follow as climate changes. Linking existing preserves is an 
important adaptation policy that should be pursued aggressively. A continent-wide network 
of corridors between protected areas has already been proposed (Peters 1988, Hunter et al. 
1988, Hay 1991). Salwasser et al. (1987) envisions a corridor network in the Western U.S. 
that relies on national parks, wilderness areas, and national forest lands. Some progress has 
already been made in this area as evidenced by a 34,000-acre link between the Osceola 
National Forest in Florida and the Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge in Georgia 
(Chadwick 1991). Furthermore, numerous groups are already involved in preservation 
efforts, albeit for reasons other than global warming. For example, over 800 land trusts with 
700,000 members are active in greenlining activities and have protected nearly 2 million 
acres of land in 45 states (Harper et al. 1990). The efforts of many grassroots conservation 
efforts to protect habitat and open space are consistent with the maintenance of biodiversity 
and suggest that coordinated action is possible. Grants or other funding could be 
supplemented with training in conflict resolution and the use of various incentives to 
influence land management practices. Additional tools available for influencing land use on 
private lands are listed in Table 5. 
Corridors are not a panacea, however. Even if a national system of corridors could 
be established, some artificial translocation would be needed for species with dispersal rates 
slower than the rate of climate change (Csuti 1991). Furthermore, corridors themselves are 
vulnerable to climate change; what appears to be a viable migration route may be rendered 
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Table 5. Planning tools available for influencing land use (from Harper et ai. 1990). 
Land Use Controls and Planning 
A) State and Local Planning 
Rurar Cluster & Open Space Community Planning 
Transfer of Development Rights 
Existing Use Zoning 
Special Zoning Protection (endangered species, wetlands, shorelines, etc.) 
Federal Technical Assistance 
B) Compatibility of State and Federal Expenditures 
Land Gains Tax 
Resource Use Regulations (forest practices, mining, etc.) 
Easements and Land Acquisition 
A) Conservation Easements 
B) Land Acquisition 
C) Public Land Management Systems 
Local, State, Federal 
D) Funding Alternatives 
E) Capital Gains Exemptions 
F) Rolling Leases 
G) Right of First Refusal and Right of First Call 
Miscellaneous Incentives 
A) Capital Gains Provisions 
B) Estate Taxes 
C) Tax Credits 
D) Current Use Property Taxes 
E) Tax Deductions on Second Homes 
F) Payments in Lieu of Taxes 
unusable by changing climate or catastrophic events like flooding, fire, windthrow, and 
insect and disease outbreaks (Noss 1991). 
Global warming necessitates the need · for altitudinal migration corridors as well as 
longitudinal routes since climate change is likely to drive the natural ranges of many species 
both northward in latitude and upward in elevation. This is particularly true for mountain 
areas in the Eastern and Western U.S. Most threatened are ecosystems near mountain peaks 
since they are already at geographic limits and are unable to migrate higher. Here, artificial 
translocation is a needed adaptive strategy. Fortunately, most of these areas are in public 
ownership and existing ecosystems could be experimentally translocated to similar elevations 
at more northern latitudes, or to higher elevation mountains nearby. One impediment is that 
little scientific research has focused on high elevation ecosystems. This is particularly true 
for tree species since they are of little commercial value. Unfortunately, high elevation trees 
species are also most at risk due to their very slow maturation process. 
Resource Considerations -- Physiographic and ecological considerations have important 
implications for the ability to initiate adaptive global warming strategies in the United States. 
For example, most Western mountain ranges are under public control and are managed as 
national forests under the National Forest System. This is particularly fortunate since global 
warf!1ing poses significant threats to high elevation ecosystems in the Western United States 
due to limited migration opportunities. Artificial planting and translocation programs would 
best ensure migration in some of these ar.eas -- actions well-suited to federal agencies. Even 
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in the Eastern U.S., many public lands, while limited in area, occupy relatively vulnerable 
high elevation sites . 
Global warming is anticipated to severely reduce the quantity and quality of water 
resources in the Western U.S. (Revelle and Waggoner 1989) . This highlights the 
vulnerability of riparian areas in the arid West. For example, in Arizona and New Mexico 
riparian areas comprise 1 % to 2 % of the total land area, yet 90% of these habitats have been 
significantly altered or lost. Furthermore, as much as 80% of these state's vertebrate species 
rely on these areas at some time in their life cycles (Chadwick 1991). Inadequate protection 
of riparian areas is evident in California as well, where 95 % of alpine ecosystems are 
protected, while less than 1 % of riparian habitats are protected. Ironically, these riparian 
habitats have by far the greatest species richness (Chadwick 1991). While limited 
biodiversity research also threatens many arid Western lands, recent efforts to rehabilitate 
riparian areas is promising (Cooperrider 1991). On a related note, coastal ecosystems 
nationwide are thought to be at great danger due to rising ocean levels and increased 
frequency and severity of flooding (Jaeger 1989) . 
Rangelands comprise 70% of the lands west of the 100th meridian. Recent settlement 
and the large percentage of public land has allowed the region to retain much of its 
biodiversity (Cooperrider 1991). Yet biodiversity on these lands is threatened by agricultural 
and urban development, diversion and pollution of water resources, livestock grazing, 
mineral extraction and habitat fragmentation (Cooperrider 1991). Global warming looms as 
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an even greater threat to these lands (Murphy and Weiss 1988, Peters 1988, Cooperrider 
1991). 
In the East, implementing some sort of unified planning to protect biodiversity, albeit 
at a relaxed scale (i.e., incentives rather than extensive private land acquisition), appears to 
be easier from a biological standpoint yet more difficult from a social context. Despite this, 
some progress has already been made. The integrated management required is not 
unprecedented, as evidenced by the Adirondack Park (Brown 1991), the Pinelands National 
Reserve, and recent efforts of the Nonhern Forest Lands Study. These successes bode well 
for efforts designed to help ecosystems adapt to global warming since the region appears to 
offer the most challenging and complex planning environment. 
Forested ecosystems are particularly vulnerable to climate change due to their long 
maturation process, relative immobility, and extensive ranges (Abrahamson 1989, Jaeger 
1989). Forested ecosystems provide critical habitat for the vast majority of the planet's 
species and play an important part in economic development (Sharma 1992). While forests 
have adapted to climate change in the past, general circulation models of the Earth's 
atmosphere predict rates of climate change that exceed the natural migration rates of tree 
species by an order of magnitude (Solomon et al. 1984). For example, the ranges of most 
Eastern U. S. tree species are expected to move northward by 600 to 700 km under 
benchmark climate change projections that assume a doubling of atmospheric CO2 over 50 
years (Office of Technology Assessment 1992). Since forests are estimated to hold 64 % of 
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the earth's total terrestrial carbon pool (Winjum 1992), such rapid climate change could 
result in massive forest dieback and subsequent release of carbon, further increasing 
greenhouse warming (Jaeger 1989). 
In the Southeastern U.S., general circulation models predict climate changes that 
result in dramatic shifts in tree species ranges (de Steiguer and Dougherty 1992). Shugart et 
al. (1986) estimate that these changes may be realized in as little as 40 years. Southern 
pines are widely planted and have undergone extensive genetic studies. As a result, 
genotypes have been isolated that are known to adapt to specific conditions and the industry 
is confident that it can select southern pine genotypes to match changing climatic 
conditions. 8 But the Southern Forest Region contains 39 distinct forest cover types (Eyre 
1980), presenting a challenge to preserving biodiversity that will likely require innovative 
approaches to protection like the market-oriented approaches discussed below. 
Land Ownership Considerations -- Much of the Western U.S. is under federal ownership. 
Although several agencies manage these lands, adjoining boundaries makes it relatively easy 
to implement adaptation efforts providing consensus leads to a legal or regulatory mandate to 
do so. For example, 80% of National Park boundaries adjoin National Forest Lands 
(Chadwick 1991). Applying adaptive global warming strategies in the West would clearly be . 
8 Personal communication with Dr. Rex McCullough, Director, Forest Resources Research, 
Weyerhaeuser Company. June 19, 1992. 
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more formidable had many of the region's mountainous areas not been withdrawn from the 
public domain by the federal government over the last century. 
The diversity of land ownership patterns and relatively low topographic relief of the 
Eastern U.S. may result in a landscape more resilient to global warming impacts. As 
mentioned earlier, diversity in ownership and goals may lead to diversity in the landscape. 
Just as National Park status does not guarantee the survival of a species (Janzen 1983, Chase 
1986), private ownership does not preclude an area from being a safe haven for rare and 
endangered species (Waller 1991). Still, regional planning initiatives will be needed to 
protect ecosystems considered at risk. The Pinelands model demonstrates that such diversity 
need not preclude regional planning initiatives. 
On private industrial ownerships, there is a need for research that utilizes existing 
economic incentives to protect biodiversity in lieu of or in addition to government policies or 
regulation. For example, economic incentives dominate most management decisions and 
have led foresters to increasingly rely on even-aged management, artificial regeneration and 
type conversions. These practices often result in the establishment of single-species stands, 
with a by-product being the reduction of biological diversity on the site (Menard et al. 1982, 
Wilcove 1988). 
While Binkley (1990) felt the prospects for market-based responses to climate change 
were weak and hence advocated public intervention, successful adaptation strategies must 
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recognize the powerful role economic incentives play in land use decisions on private lands. 
Since many acres of wildlands will continue to be managed for commercial production, the 
utility of using existing economic incentives to make wildlands more resilient to global 
warming scenarios warrants further exarnination (McNeely 1988). 
On private lands, innovative methods must be designed to encourage the establishment 
and maintenance of species-diverse ecosystems (O'Connell and Noss 1992). Tree species 
diversification has been identified as a potential strategy to avoid potential species losses 
from global warming (Bongarten 1992, Hedden 1992, Ledig and Kitzmiller 1992, Lilieholm 
1992, Offlce of Technology Assessment 1992, Smith 1992a)9. On an intuitive level, if a 
diversity of tree species occupy a forested area, the chances are greater that one or more 
species will possess the characteristics able to withstand new climatic conditions. In contrast, 
monocultura1 forests, lacking such diversity, may be entirely lost as climatic conditions 
change over a rotation (NAS/NAE/IOM 1991). 
Species diversity can be enhanced by planting programs, government policies, and 
regulations. These strategies are expensive, however, especially considering the magnitude 
of the problem on a national or global scale and when one considers that only 3 % of the 
world's forests are derived from plantings (Solomon 1992). 
9 This is one of several conclusions of a group of 25 forest researchers invited by the Office 
of Technology Assessment to discuss possible mechanisms for coping with climate change. The 
workshop was held in Washington DC in June of 1992. 
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Modern stock portfolio theory may provide a natural analytical framework for 
fostering the establishment of mixed species stands in commercial forest types (Lilieholm 
1991 , Lilieholm et al. 1991) . When viewed from a portfolio perspective, determining the 
desired tree species in mixed species stands is analogous to the selection of stocks in a 
portfolio. Monocultures, like single-stock portfolios, maximize expected net returns but may 
be financially risky in the presence of uncertain future stumpage prices or climate scenarios. 
Mixed species stands, on the other hand, are hypothesized to provide more stable economic 
returns, with an added benefit of providing a broader forest base better able to successfully 
survive under a wide range of potential future climates. 
Portfolio theory relies on existing economic incentives and could be used in addition 
to public intervention in the form of taxation, regulation and other policies. It has the benefit 
of being both a robust and flexible strategy (Smith 1992a), while avoiding the costs 
associated with public intervention. Since much forestland is managed for commercial 
timber production, using existing economic objectives to diversify species increases the 
probability of success for regional efforts to make forests more resilient to global warming 
scenarios. 
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Designing and Implementing Effective Adaptation Strategies 
One strategy for responding to global climate change would be to examine existing 
preserves, identify which have biota most susceptible to climate changelO and examine the 
adaptive options available -- the establishment of new reserves, modified management to 
maintain species within preserves, artificial translocation, or the creation of migration routes. 
Unfortunately, little is known about how climate will change and what response 
ecosystems will exhibit. This underlines the importance of base data (i.e., ecological 
inventories) and trend information (i.e., monitoring systems). The four adaptation strategies 
listed above are ordered from most to least expensive. As a result, least-cost strategies 
would rely on migration corridors as much as possible, and resort to more expensive 
strategies only as needed. 
Many of the regional planning initiatives discussed in Section II have relied on a 
core/buffer arrangement to meet preservation goals. The Preservation and outer Protection 
Areas of the Pinelands National Reserve resemble the core and buffer areas common to 
MAB's Biosphere Reserves and the Nature Conservancy's Bioreserves. This arrangement 
appears to offer the best chances for preserving an ecosystem without severely displacing 
private activities. It can be contrasted with the Adirondack Park, where the state's Forest 
10 The susceptibility of biota to global warming would be a function of the expected 
impacts of climate change on the preserve, and the sensitivity of biota to such changes. It is 
possible that areas expected to experience relatively large changes in climate could be resilient, 
while other preserves likely to be minimally affected could suffer large biodiversity losses. 
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Preserve lands are scattered among private holdings, necessitating increased restrictions on 
private land use and higher protection costs. 
Many of our Nation's preserves could serve as core protection areas, with 
surrounding private lands and/or multiple use public lands managed as buffer zones. These 
buffers would be essential in providing migration corridors for biota in the event of climate 
change. This arrangement would be easiest to implement in the Western U.S., where key 
lands are already under public control, although current management direction may conflict 
(i.e, multiple use vs. preservation goals). 
For example, a high percentage of National Parks and wilderness area boundaries 
adjoin other federal lands in the West. Under this strategy, National Park Service lands, 
wilderness areas, and wildlife refuges would become core preservation areas, while 
surrounding national forests and Bureau of Land Management lands would be managed as 
buffers and transition areas. Gil Lusk, Superintendent of Glacier National Park, believes that 
a link between Grand Teton, Yellowstone, Jasper, Banff and Glacier National Parks could be 
established with little difficulty due to extensive public land holdings and limited population 
and private lands. 11 This type of adaptive strategy could be applied to the Sierra Nevadas, 
Rocky Mountains, and Cascade ranges, where similar conditions hold, as well as 
11 Personal communication with Nadine Cutler, Research Analyst with the U.S. Office of 
Technology Assessment, 1992. 
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mountainous areas in the East along the Appalachian chain. This would provide valuable 
migration corridors in the event of global warming. 
Creating buffer zones for preserves surrounded by private lands could face major 
obstacles. In such instances, the case studies provide valuable insight on managing diverse 
ownerships toward a common goal. In the Pinelands, local and state powers gained formal 
authority and influence, as well as a clear local economic interest in preservation. While the 
sharing of authority may have jeopardized national interests, it also served to allay local 
concerns that might otherwise have undermined them. This type of shared arrangement 
could offer the best chances for providing migration corridors, particularly if coupled with 
compensation measures to encourage compliance like transferable development credits and 
special property tax incentives for compatible lands uses. O'Connell and Noss (1992) further 
discuss methods available to foster the management of biodiversity on private lands. 
While a wide range of adaptive options exist, the development and implementation of 
strategies is of central importance. The following prioritized list outlines a general strategy 
to provide initial guidance in designing least-cost, no regrets adaptive strategies. It is 
comprised of three main features: improved inventory and monitoring of biota, identifying 
and implementing methods to influence land management on both public and private lands to 
lessen global warming threats to biodiversity, and translocating species that are likely to be 
unable to migrate in the presence of global climate change. 
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1) The U.S. needs a national biodiversity initiative to guide its actions in response to 
climate change and other environmental issues. This initiative should include a 
revised Endangered Species Act that recognizes habitat preservation to foster a more 
proactive species protection policy. Further, requirements are needed that consider 
the impacts of federal actions on biodiversity, and the likely impacts of global 
warming on such actions. Biotic inventories to provide a measure of baseline 
biodiversity would be a significant component, along with a National Gene 
Preservation Laboratory (see item 8 below). The Nature Conservancy's Heritage 
Program has already made a significant step in this direction both here and in Latin 
America; any work should rely on their experience in this area. 
2) Strengthen earth monitoring systems like EOS and EMAP. These systems, if properly 
designed, should provide long-term trend data to determine if global warming is 
occurring, as well as how plant and animal populations are reacting to change. 
3) Identify species that lack representation or are under-represented in the Nation's 
preserves. For example, of the 261 ecosystem types identified in the U.S., 40% were 
not represented in our National Wilderness Preservation System (Chadwick 1991). 
Efforts should be made to afford these species protection. This process could start 
broadly, first identifying and protecting ecosystems, then individual species, 
recognizing that the protection of ecosystems usually suffices in protecting associated 
species (i.e., coarse filter/fine filter approach). Gap analysis is already being 
conducted for many states in the U.S. Similarly, The Nature Conservancy has 
identified 300 potential Bioreserve sites in the U.S. and Latin America. These 
programs should be encouraged and expanded. 
4) Link existing federal lands through cooperative agreements to form migration 
corridors. Some changes in agency jurisdictions and/or management mandates may be 
needed, but much could be accomplished with Memoranda of Understanding provided 
specific personnel are authorized to oversee activities. Candidate areas to pursue this 
approach include the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, the Coast and Sierra ranges in 
California, and the Coast and Cascade ranges in the Pacific Northwest. These 
candidate areas have a high degree of federal lands, often adjacent, and populations 
relatively sympathetic to environmental issues. 
5) Investigate the oQtions for linking federal lands with other public lands. For example, 
the Adirondack Park is interested in providing migration corridors for maintaining 
biodiversity. Here, the federal government could provide funds for studying and 
creating corridors. The lands included in the Northern Forest Lands Study offer 
ample opportunities for federal/state cooperation. In the Pine Barrens, cooperation 
could be improved between Department of Defense lands and areas under the 
jurisdiction of the Pinelands Commission. Other states may be receptive as well. 
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6) Investigate the options for linking public lands with private lands. Explore less-than-
fee acquisition options like conservation easements and zoning with transferable 
development rights to defray protection costs. Public/private links are central to 
MAB Biosphere Reserves and The Nature Conservancy's Bioreserves. Federal 
support for these efforts through grants and improved cooperation would increase the . 
chances of success and help to expand the range of response options available for use 
in other areas. 
7) Identify areas with lim ired migration options either because of geography. ownership 
patterns I or species characteristics. Such feasibility studies would first identify 
regions and species. 
8) Investigate the feasibility of translocation programs in preserves where artificial 
translocation is likely to he required. Initiate gene/seed/specimen banking programs 
as proposed by Smith (l992b), and pilot translocation studies. Species considered at 
risk should be monitored and research should begin to examine translocation and 
maintenance options. This will be particularly important for high elevation 
ecosystems. Very little is currently being done in this area. 
9) Examine and document the range ofadamive strategies available to land managers 
These strategies include species diversification efforts, shorter forestry rotations, 
forest pest management, etc. (see Binkley 1990, Smith 1992b). The success or failure 
of land management options available to implement these strategies should be 
documented as well. Particular attention should be directed at preserves identified in 
step 7. 
10) Develop techniques that incoroorare economic criteria in the design of adam at ion 
strategies. For example, a capital budgeting approach could be used to design least-
cost nature preserves that consider a wide range of adaptation strategies. This could 
be accomplished by combining socio-economic data layers in a GIS along with 
information regarding species habitat requirements. Socio-economic data layers could 
include costs for land acquisition, the purchase of conservation easements or 
development rights, and other options associated with cooperative management 
arrangements. 
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v. CONCLUSIONS 
General Considerations 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
There exists a substantial base of preserves and planning initiatives upon which to 
build. A first important step is a coordinating committee involving these groups to 
assess what has been done and establish priorities. The Nature Conservancy's 
Heritage Program and the Northern Forest Lands Study are on-going projects that 
should be supported. 
Least-cost adaptive strategies will rely most heavily on the creation of migration 
corridors. Furthermore, these corridors should initially be created from existing 
public land holdings. 
A shared vision is necessary to facilitate cooperation among diverse interests. Early 
public involvement and compensation to adversely affected interests is crucial to 
achieving this goal. The continuation of compatible economic activities is important 
to support local populations and secure necessary public support. The challenge is to 
merge the interests of people with that of the resource. 
Where government agencies are to be involved in adaptive 'management strategies, 
top-down leadership will most likely be needed . . The Greater Yellowstone 
Coordinating Committee formed in response to Congressional Oversight Hearings and 
the threat of a legislative mandate to coordinate policies between the National Park 
Service and the Forest Service. 
Diverse ownerships and complex political institutions and jurisdictions do not 
necessarily preclude regional planning initiatives. The Pinelands approach has been 
very successful in protecting fragile ecosystems in New Jersey from development 
despite an extremely complex planning environment. In contrast, the Greater 
Yellowstone Coordinating Committee has had limited success in cooperative 
management between two federal agencies. 
While a myriad of land management systems present a challenge to regional planning 
efforts to adapt to global warming impacts, this diversity implies a diversity of 
management goals and objectives which may provide a diverse landscape more 
resilient to climate change. 
Geography will likely playa role in regional attempts to adapt to global warming. 
For example, in the Eastern U.S. limited public lands will necessitate cooperative 
agreements between diverse private interests. High population densities imply a 
complex political fabric which presents challenges in resolving jurisdictional and 
compensation issues. In the Western U.S., the large portion of public lands, the bulk 
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of which are in federal ownership and managed by a few federal agencies, presents a 
simpler problem. This is further aided by historical events that have resulted in most 
high elevation lands being in public ownership. This is important because these high 
elevation regions are perceived to be most susceptible to climate change. The 
challenge in the West will likely center upon lower elevation riparian zones which 
tend to be in-private ownership and historically have been subject to few land use 
controls. 
Research Issues 
* 
* 
* 
* 
More research is needed on the design of species inventory and monitoring systems. 
These systems should be designed to trigger adaptation responses. 
Initiate genetic studies to preserve genes and identify the genetic variability of species. 
Genetic variability is important because it signals the ability of a species to adapt to 
changing climate. Species with low genetic variability or limited ranges should be 
targeted for special protection. 
More research is needed on the design of preserves and migration corridors to 
maintain species diversity in the face of uncertain climate. This should include 
research that examines cooperative arrangements for land management. The issues 
surrounding the demise of ecosystem management in Yellowstone should be 
investigated due to the importance of federal lands in any least-cost adaptive strategy. 
Investigate ways to incorporate economic criteria into the selection and 
implementation of adaptive global warming strategies. Explore creative market-based 
solutions to supplement more direct means of intervention on private lands. 
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